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Executive Summary
At the request of OTI/Pakistan’s Country Representative, Nick Marinacci, OTI fielded a Management Review Team (MRT)
to Islamabad to assess the structures and costs of Implementing Partners (IPs), conduct financial planning and analyze
the IPs’ respective contracting mechanisms. Between February 15th and 28th, the MRT (consisting of OTI Kenya DCR
Galeeb Kachra and Transition Program Advisor, Karen Hirschfeld) interviewed staff from OTI and IPs and reviewed
program documents. The findings are presented in this report.
Operational since late 2007 with four Implementing Partners working in some of the world’s most inhospitable terrain
(Pakistan’s Federally Administered Tribal Areas, Frontier Regions and Khyber Pakhtunwa), OTI’s Pakistan Transition
Initiative is one of OTI’s longest‐running and complex programs. In general, the program, which has completed over
1400 small grants in FATA and KP, is running well. Both partners have recently streamlined staff and implemented time
and money saving procedures. Field teams are well‐structured, staff roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and
project implementation is occurring as quickly as can be expected given the operational constraints (lack of access due
to road closures, army maneuvers, a difficult security situation, remote project sites, etc). However, there are big
issues, such as funding shortfalls which has implications on staffing, staff morale, commitments to communities and
Political Agents) and rising levels of undisbursed funds which threaten to keep growing.
Staffing
Both IPs have gone through significant reductions of staff in the past six months. Staffing levels in both IPs are now
appropriate. The field team structure is appropriate for the labor‐intensive grant‐making in difficult environments. The
MRT recommended leaving staffing levels untouched after all on‐going reductions and changes are completed and
making difficult decisions to close ‘less strategic’ offices and move teams, if necessary.
Staff morale in both organizations is low. At Creative, staff have not seen a real increase in wages since 2009, despite
Pakistan’s high inflation rate. The MRT recommends reviewing wages/raises and ensuring consistency with both
partners.
Financial
The MRT was asked: what is the cost of doing business in the FATA? Based on information provided and differences in
implementing partner approaches, the MRT found that for every dollar spent on the program, 65 cents goes to grants
(65% grants ratio). The 35% covers the cost of IOM, Creative, OTI, and BEFARe’s running costs both in FATA/KP and in
their respective home offices in Pakistan and elsewhere. This is a remarkable achievement given the complexities in
managing an in‐kind program under which we have no eyes on actual projects. The layers of Monitoring and Evaluation
are complementary and effective.
The MRT did, however, raise some relevant financial issues. Most notably are: 1) extremely high and growing net
undisbursement rate (grants signed are not being spent); 2) inability to absorb FY 2012 funds into the task order/ CoAg
before their respective end dates; 3) new successful efforts to reduce a high de‐obligation rate; 4) some additional de‐
obligations that would free up funds from IOM if grants were being closed by OTI; and 5) a few over disbursements on
grants which could easily be avoided if the database was being monitored.
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Lastly, the MRT recommends that OTI take a good hard look at the pros and cons of having two implementing partners
and make some hard decisions before the end of CY 2011 since both agreements end in September 2012 and grant
making has to end in less than 12 months from today.
Different Implementation Mechanisms
The MRT was asked to look at the pros and cons of the different types of contracting undertaken by the IPs. The MRT
found that the two IPs have modified their contracting and procurement systems to respond to lessons‐learned in the
field. There are enough pros and cons for different mechanisms that there is no clear ‘winner’.
Grant Close‐Out Delays
MRT found a large backlog of completed grants pending closure with OTI. This causes several problems; it skews
database analysis of ongoing grants, and, in the case of IOM, leads to money being tied up as IOM does not de‐obligate
funds until the grant is closed. This is also using up a good deal of staff time; DC is using program managers and
bullpenners to close up grants that are months old. The MRT recommends a number of procedures to streamline grant
closures.
Ground Realities
There are a number of reasons why grants are delayed in PTI; EDF approval delays, security incidents, community
disputes, etc. Oftentimes, it’s difficult for the IPs to know when they will be able to safely resume work on the project.
The MRT has made suggestions for streamlining the granting of No‐Cost Extensions.
Grants, and the Database and eRooms
Incidental to the SOW, the MRT made some additional observations regarding grant anomalies, the database and
eRooms, the most notable of which is the fact that the grant clearance form and the database do not always capture the
name, position, and contact information for the grantee. Grants have the relevant signed agreements and
certifications; many signed by the Political Agents or District Officers but not entered into the database. In other
instances, it appears that random people have signed the documents. OTI/W may want to visit (or re‐visit) the approval
authority for OTI clearances on sub‐grants from IOM that exceed $250,000 but that do not have to go to OAA under the
CoAg.
Other Issues
The Management Team found a number of other issues that were incidental to the Scope of Work. The team found
mutual respect between senior management OTI and IPs. However, senior management from the IPs had several
suggestions: 1. devote more time to talking through strategic issues, and 2. less pressure (from OTI) to have perfect
grammar in grant CSVs, final evaluation reports, etc.
Finally, the MRT took on the very concept of the OTI Management Review looking at finances and determined that, if
OTI decides to do more of these types of reviews, it should determine a template for these reviews and provide staff
who undertake them with the required tools.
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Sco
ope of Worrk
This managementt review, cond
ducted in Islamabad and Peshawar,
P
Pakkistan from February 14‐February 28, 2
2011 was
desiggned to assess the structurres and costs of Implemen
nting Partnerss (IPs), conduct financial planning and aanalyze the
IPs’ rrespective con
ntracting mecchanisms. Th
he purpose off the review w
was to provide OTI/Pakistaan with additiional
inforrmation to 1. Improve and streamline processes
p
as necessary
n
andd 2. Recommeend financial and operatio
onal changes
in light of a changging resource base. The offficial Scope of
o Work can bbe found as Annex B: SOW
W.

Metthodology
y
The rreview was co
onducted by Galeeb
G
Kachrra, Deputy Co
ountry Repressentative, OTII/Kenya, and Karen Hirschfeld,
Transsition Program
m Advisor (he
enceforth, the
e MRT). The two conducteed a series off interviews in
n Islamabad ffrom
nd
from the two
Febru
uary 15‐22 with
w Senior Management
M
o main
M
Management R
Review Tools::
IPs, C
Creative Associates Internaational, Incorporated,
 One grroup interview
w
(hencceforth, Creative), and the
e Internationaal Organizatio
on for
Migration (hencefforth IOM), and OTI’s Chie
ef of Party, Nick
 Thirty‐‐six individuall interviews
Marinacci and Deputy Chief of Party, Dave Starnes
S
(DCOP
 One on
n‐line survey with 88 respo
onses
Naom
mi Wachs wass on leave and unavailable
e for interview
w).
 Desk reeview of PTI ffinancial and
The tteam develop
ped and used an on‐line su
urvey to ask fiield
programmatic mateerials
staff a variety issu
ues from theirr job satisfacttion to how faar
they have to trave
el to visit projject sites.
The tteam traveled
d to Peshawar (February 23‐24)
2
to interrview a samppling of field sstaff from botth Creative an
nd IOM as
well as staff from BEFARe, the
e program’s in
ndependent monitoring
m
boody (the full list of intervieewees is available as Annex
1
C) . TThe team also
o reviewed financial, operrational and programmatic
p
c materials stored in eRooms and the O
OTI database
as weell as materiaals collected from the partners.
The tteam debriefe
ed OTI’s COP and DCOP on
n Sunday, Feb
bruary 27 beffore debriefin
ng the SMT fro
om the IPs jointly
(Creaative and IOM
M only) on Mo
onday, Februaary 28. The te
eam then debbriefed the SM
MT and Pakisstan team in D
DC on March
8th (back in Nairo
obi, Galeeb paarticipated viaa Skype).
The tteam would liike to thank all
a of the interviewees for their time annd OTI staff in
n Washington and Islamabad for their
assisttance. We ho
ope that the review
r
reportt is useful and
d that OTI/W ashington and OTI/Islamabad considerr the
recom
mmendationss therein to help
h improve what is a fanttastic program
m in “the mo
ost volatile and dangerous land in the
world
d” (accordingg to one intervviewee).

1

As In
nternews, the fourth IP, was not a part of the
t Scope of Work
W
for this m anagement revview, the team
m did not conduct interviews
with Internews stafff or review Internews docum
mentation.
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Issues
Workplan
Background
PTI has 6‐month work plans which lays out the basic strategy for project planning in each District, Agency and Frontier
Region and allocates an overall budget for each area. The example of Orakzai (text box) includes the funding allowances
and the objectives (the summary and map have been deleted – the full work plan for the current period is in the
eRooms). The work plan is developed over several months by IP staff, who work closely with the PAs in their AOs align
the populations’ needs with USG and GOP goals in these strategic areas and with input from and consultation with
OTI/P. The Workplan is then sent to USAID and the Consul General (CG) for approval.
Discussion
“We’re looking more like ‘Big AID’
Approval Delays
because of the delays in approvals.” ‐
This approval process often takes several months. The previous plan took
Creative staff member
four months to be approved and approval for the current plan (Oct. 2010 to
March 2011) took two months so the timeframe has been extended
through June. This means that the IPs are often still completing the previous work plan, which means that they are
addressing ‘stale’ needs in strategic areas of Pakistan where events – political, military and natural disasters – require
flexibility and the ability to react quickly. Staff expressed frustration at the long approval process for the work plan
which affects their ability to adequately address the current needs of the communities in which they work and the
requests of the PA. This is one of the biggest bottlenecks to timely implementation of projects and creates distrust by
communities and frustration on the part of PA. This is counter‐productive to PTI’s first objective of “Support(ing)
conditions for stability and development in conflict‐prone and other priority areas of Pakistan building confidence and
trust between the government and communities”.
Lack of Flexibility
Additionally, while the work plan is meant to be flexible enough to cover emerging needs, staff say that they cannot
easily shift or alter the work plan to respond to emergencies or changing priorities; they must submit an amendment to
the work plan. The current work plan notes in the introduction: “This work plan covers the six month period from
October 2010 to March 2011. However, in practice PTI’s planning and implementation is done on a flexible, rolling basis.
In some areas, PTI is working with a range of Government of Pakistan (GoP) and USG stakeholders to formulate broader
and longer‐term plans, while in others military operations may force delays or necessitate substantial revisions to the
current plan.” IPs must request and be granted approval to make amendments to the work plan, which is reportedly
usually quite a simple process. However, there was still a general feeling among the staff interviewed that work plans
should be ‘more flexible’ to allow IPs to react effectively to emerging crises, natural disasters or military maneuvers.
While the work plans submitted are meant to be general and flexible, the version approved by the CG is more restrictive
(i.e. mandating the maximum or minimum amount of projects that will be allowed in given geographic areas.
At the beginning of FTI and then PTI, there were no work plans. OTI then implemented 3‐month work plans which were
flexible and more easily amended. The interviewees stated that they were glad to have a guiding strategy document,
but wanted more flexibility to allow for unforeseen needs and requested timely approval of the work plan so as to
address the current needs of the communities and PAs.
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Orakzai Agency entry in the current Work plan

Orakzai Agency, FATA
Total Projects Completed and Ongoing:
Total Funds Committed to Projects:
Total Funds Expended:
Budget Allocation for Current Period:

73 / 23
$3,059,794
$2,517,310
$1,092,190

October 2010‐March 2011 Objectives
1. Encourage pro‐Government Sunni communities to resist militancy by starting at least 25 new projects in Upper,
Central, and Ismail Zai Tehsils and pro‐Government Sunni areas of Lower Orakzai. Initiate 12 projects in six
indentified villages that extend into anti‐GoP areas with the goal of extending GoP influence and encouraging IDP
returns.
2. Continue to engage pro‐government Shia communities in Lower Orakzai. Begin at least 8 new projects.
3. Support IDP returns and activities to encourage dialogue and positive interactions between Shia and Sunni
communities to reduce sectarian conflict.
4. Widen the awareness of PTI projects. Place an emphasis on strategic branding, media communications, GoP visits to
communities, GoP attendance at inauguration/closing ceremonies, project related events, and promoting
interaction between beneficiary communities and target communities.
5. Build GoP credibility by implementing flood relief projects in accordance with the priorities identified by the political
administration and local communities.
Lack of Tracking/Reporting Progress against Work Plan
Interviewees from IPs said that they are not required to report on their progress towards the work plan. OTI/P also said
that there are no requirements or tools for tracking IPs adherence to the work plan or progress against targets. This
would be difficult, as it is a relatively general strategy document. One interviewee noted “the purpose of the work plan
needs to be defined; it’s not being used to speed up approvals and it assumes you have the money to spend, which you
don’t”.
IOM’s experience in South Waziristan is a good example; South Waziristan is a extremely strategic area, so it was
prioritized by OTI for intensive project implementation. Based on that emphasis, to date, IOM has committed over
$1.65m. However, because of extreme security concerns and limited access, they have only been able to spend
$643,000 to date. Recognizing the difficulties of spending money in South Waziristan, IOM has decreased the funds
allocated there. However, they still have a large backlog of committed funds there. There is a similar situation with
Creative, which has budgeted nearly 50% of its funds in Bajaur. However, they have been able to spend those amounts
for the past two years due to security and access. One staff member asked, “why not shift those funds to other areas?”
Work Plan Approval Process Ultimately Contrary to Program’s Objectives
As IOM senior management explained, the work plan finally approved by the CG is substantively different from the
original plan put forth in the original draft transmitted by the PA (working with IP staff). Therefore, the finalized work
plan is a reflection of the USG’s priorities rather than those of the PA and therefore runs counter to the program’s stated
objective of supporting good governance. Also, the extensive time delays weaken the credibility of the GOP in the minds
of the communities they serve.
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Reco
ommendation
n 1: OTI/P should meett with USAID and the Conssul General in
n Peshawar to
o discuss crea
ating a new
workk plan processs. Given thatt the current process is ressulting in succh lengthy deelays, OTI/P should work w
with the CG
to deevelop the bro
oadest, mostt flexible plan
n that the CG will accept. Then, OTI/P can work mo
ore closely wiith the IPs to
refine the work plan with the IPs so that it is both detaiiled enough tto guide prog
gram planning while being
g flexible
enou
ugh to respon
nd to changin
ng needs with
hout a lengthy approval prrocess.
Reco
ommendation
n 2:
In ord
der to speed‐u
up approval of
o the work pplan by the CG
G, OTI/P shou
uld meet IPs frequently
throu
ughout the work
w
plan devvelopment pro
ocess to ensu
ure that USG priorities aree being transm
mitted to thee IPs and thatt
the C
CG agrees witth the strateg
gies suggesteed by the MRT rather thann ultimately ssignificantly a
altering the w
work plan.
Reco
ommendation
n 3: In orde
er to make th
he work plan a living docuument and to
o ensure that IPs have the resources to
comp
plete the obje
ectives outlin
ned therein, IP
Ps should be required to ssubmit ops pllans with thee work plans w
which would
only require OTI approval.
a
IPss would then report again
nst the progreess on the wo
ork plan at reegular interva
als (decided
in disscussions bettween OTI/P and
a the IPs) The
T ops plan should includde: Security cconstraints; SStaff resourcees, offices,
vehiccles etc.; Pastt performancce (number an
nd amount off grants targeeted and actu
ual in last peeriod, averagee size); # of
estim
mated grants needed to be
e completed based on passt performannce (is it posssible?); Avera
age size of gra
ants; Type off
grant by sector.
ommendation
n 4: The work plan currrently lists Disstricts, Agenccies and Fron
ntier Regions by dollars alllocated to
Reco
each
h. Therefore, places like So
outh Waziristtan, which arre of high straategic prioritty but are exttremely difficcult places to
operrate, are at th
he bottom of the list. The work plan sh
hould also haave a column listing the arreas in order of strategic
impo
ortance.

Stafffing
Background
PTI iss a large, com
mplex program
m with two
impleementing parrtners working in sixteen
different Frontier Regions, Disttricts or Agen
ncies
(IOM
M in 9, Creative in 7). Both have offices in
Peshawar and Islaamabad to support the fielld
team
ms (and IOM has
h field team
ms in Peshawaar
workking in FR Peshawar and Kh
hyber). The ch
hart
show
ws the recent changes in sttaffing.

ussion
Discu
OTI: OTI currentlyy has three exxpatriates: one CR
and ttwo DCRs, one for each Im
mplementing Partner.
P
OTI is filling an Exxpat Program
m Manager/M
M&E Officer (aa position
vacan
nt since the departure
d
of the
t former M&E
M officer lasst fall). It alsoo has budgeteed a Senior Op
perations Maanager (FSN)
and a Regional Pro
ogram Managger (based in Singapore with 40% of hiss time for Pakkistan). It is u
unclear to thee
Manaagement Revview Team wh
hether these positions are being filled aand what their scopes are..
Creattive: At its larrgest in Octob
ber 2010, Creative had a to
otal of 264 st aff across thee program. A
As of Februaryy 2011, they
will h
have 170 stafff, with a furth
her 30 layoffss planned and
d hiring has beeen frozen (there were 20
0 open positio
ons). This is a
35% decrease in staff
s
overall siince the peakk of Creative’ss staffing.
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IOM: IOM currently has 181 staff program‐wide, down from a high of 200 in October 2010. This is a 9.5% reduction in
staff. IOM said that they had been overstaffed, for “good reasons” (a promise of increased funding from OTI with
corresponding messaging to staff up). They may still be slightly overstaffed, but don’t want to reduce staff until the
funding picture is more certain, in case they are asked to ramp up output.

2

IOM (10 field
teams)
Kurram (2 offices
due to
Sunni/Shi’a split)
North Waziristan

3

South Waziristan

4

FR Bannu

5

FR Lakki

6

FR Tank

7

FR Peshawar

Both in PA’s office:
one in Parachinar,
one in Sadda
In the PA’s
Cantonement in
Miram Shah
In PA’s compound in
Tank
In PA compound in
Bannu
In PA compound in
Bannu
In PA’s compound in
Tank
In Peshawar

8

Khyber

In Peshawar

9

FR DI Khan

In PA office in DI Khan

1

Location of offices

Creative (9 field teams)

Location of offices

Upper Dir

In the DC’s compound

Lower Dir

In the DC’s compound

Bajaur (2 offices)

Both located in the
PA’s office in Bajaur
In PA’s compound in
Upper Mohmand
In PA’s compound in
Lower Mohmand

Upper Mohmand
Lower Mohmand
Orakzai
Hangu (scheduled to close
6/11)
FR Kohat (scheduled to
close 6/11)

Islamabad Staffing
Creative: Creative current has 56 staff in their Islamabad office; 48 HCNs and 8 expatriate staff (one COP and two Deputy
COPs, Head of the Field Support Unit, Director of Engineering, M&E Coordinator, Procurement Director and Program
Development Unit Manager), as are the core operational functions: Office Management/Administration (5 staff, all
HCNs) HR (4 staff, all HCNs), Security (2 HCNs and one expat subcontractor from Pax Mondiale), Finance (6 staff, all
HCNs), and Procurement (12 staff; 11 HCNs and 1 expat). The procurement, which in addition to the Procurement
Director (expat), includes two procurement officers, one procurement contracts officer, a warehouse supervisor and
assistant and five procurement assistants, is large because of Creative’s ‘in‐kind’ procurement system discussed in this
report in which Creative procures all materials used in the grants. The Islamabad office also consists of departments
which support the field teams: Program Support Unit (PSU (15 HCNs; 3 expats) and the Engineering Department (four
staff; one expat).
Creative has already begun to downsize its offices in Islamabad, Peshawar and the other field offices in response to OTI’s
requests to cut down staff and reduce costs. Some of the reductions in staff were due to the closure of three offices
(SWAT, Malakand and Buner, which were high priority after the floods of 2010 but because of their relatively permissive
operating environment, have attracted a large number of other implementers, reducing their strategic importance to
PTI). As of June 2011, Creative will have downsized the office to 58 local staff and four expats in its Islamabad office.
The following expat staff will be downsized by spring/summer of 2011: DCOP/Operations, Program Development Unit
Manager, M&E Coordinator and Director of Engineering. The four remaining expats are the Chief of Party,
DCOP/Implementation, Procurement Director and Program Support Unit Manager. There will also still be a full‐time
expat Project Risk Manager in the Islamabad office billing 365 days/year.
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Creative brought in four additional expats last fall to ‘right the ship’ after the rapid succession of COPs. The expats
brought on since last fall, including a new procurement manager, engineering manager and program support manager,
have implemented procedures and processes to ensure transparency, reduce procurement times and costs, etc. (a full
list of Creative’s new procedures can be found in Annex D: Systems Implemented by Creative in Past 6 Months). It is
premature to judge how effective these new measures will be, but, despite Creative’s opinion that it is too early to
eliminate these four expat positions (saying they still need time to train the staff on these new procedures), the phased
process of their departure (from March through December 2911) and the relative strength of those remaining expats,
combined with competent local staff, means that the program will likely not be adversely impacted by their departure.
On the HCN side, Creative plans to reduce the number of grants officers from four to three and the number of grant
assistants from three to two. Having such a lean grants support staff at the head office level might lead to bottlenecks.
Another critical position eliminated was that of the Reporting Officer, which might lead to less clarity and visibility on
grant implementation across the board and/or adversely affect the timely delivery of reports to OTI.
IOM: IOM currently has four expatriate staff in its Islamabad office: Program Manager, Deputy Program Manager,
Resource Management Officer and Program Officer, M&E. There are 32 HCN staff in Islamabad; grants (1 GDO, 2 Grants
Assistants, 1 Grants Officer, 2 Grants Writers, 1 Deputy Program Manager, 1 Program Manager), 3 Desk Officers (1
technical)); Contracts (1 Logistics and Contracts Manager and 1 Contract Officer); Field Support (1 Field Support, 1 Field
Ops Manager); Database (1 IT DB Assistant, 1 DB Officer, 1 National IT/DB Officer); Procurement (1 Procurement and
Logistics Officer, 1 Procurement and Logistics Assistant, 1 Deputy Procurement Manager, 2 Procurement Assistants);
Human Resources (1 HR Officer, 2 HR Assistants); Admin/Finance (2 Finance Assistants, 1 National Finance Officer, 1
Admin Assistant, 1 Admin and Finance Assistant); and one GIS Officer.
Because of the security restrictions placed on IOM staff (they are held to UN Minimum Operating Security Standards or
MOSS), the majority of IOM’s field staff are not on IOM contracts. Rather, they are hired by a service contractor, which
allows them to travel in the field and not be subject to MOSS.
Recommendation 5: OTI: In a difficult funding environment, where Creative is halving its expat presence, reducing
its HCN staff and closing offices (Hangu and FR Kohat), the MRT questions OTI committing nearly $500,000 to increase
its staff. The team recommends freezing the Operations Manager position and not paying for a percentage of the
Regional Advisor. Also, as the MRT did not speak about these positions to OTI staff (they were noted in the 2011
budget), the MRT wondered how this regional advisor differed from the regional advisor currently in Bangkok?
Recommendation 6: Creative has cut its staff by nearly 20% (program‐wide) over the past several months, and
staffing levels now seem appropriate. Further reductions in HCN staff will not significantly help trim costs from the
budget and risk further damaging staff morale and will cut into efforts to implement new processes and procedures.
The reduction of expatriate staff in the next several months from eight to four is appropriate and timely and should
proceed as planned.
Recommendation 7: If OTI has not yet done this, OTI should ask Creative to breakdown security costs further in its
vouchers in order to determine if the costs are appropriate. (See Recommendation 24:
Recommendation 8:

IOM: Hold the staffing pattern at current levels for IOM.

Peshawar Staffing
Creative: Creative currently has 14 staff in Peshawar, down from a high of 30 in May 2010. Staff consists of Field Team
Support (1 Program Director, 1 FATA Field Coordinator and 1 Liaison Assistant), Administration (1 Liaison Officer and 1
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Admin Officer), IT Department (1 IT Officer and 1 IT Assistant), Procurement (Warehouse Supervisor), Security (1
Security Officer), Program Development Unit (1 Media Officer and 1 Senior M&E Officer, and Engineering (1 Project
Engineer, Peshawar, 1 Regional Engineer, and 1 Assistant Program Engineer).
IOM: IOM current has 11 staff in Peshawar: 1 Admin/Finance Assistant, 1 IT Assistant, 1 Legal Officer, 1 Media Assistant,
1 Monitoring and Evaluation Manager, 1 Office Assistant, 1 Procurement and Logistics Assistant, 1 Program Coordination
Officer, 1 Reporting Assistant and 1 Site Engineer (overseeing the Peshawar Park Grant).
The team examined the staffing structure of both IPs in Peshawar and found that the relative numbers and positions in
each office were acceptable. As Peshawar is closer to the field offices, there should be engineers, M&E officers and
procurement and logistics positions there. Media/reporting staff are also critical there, as media consumers for our AOs
are based in Peshawar.
Recommendation 9:

Hold both IPs’ staffing levels in Peshawar at present levels.

Field Offices
Below is the general structure of field teams. There are some variations between the different field offices depending
on the size/amount of money programmed in that field office.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

IOM
Area Development Officer
Deputy ADO
Field Officer
Assistant FO
M&E Officer
Agency Engineer
Site Engineer
Procurement
Admin/Finance Assistant

Creative
ADO or DDO
DADOs DDO (2)
Senior Field Supervisor (2)
Field Supervisor (hired for specific project; 1 for up to 4 grants)
M&E Supervisor
Regional Engineer
Field Engineers (2)
Procurement Assistant
Admin Assistant

Creative: When the Management Team asked if there were any positions that could be cut, Creative said that it might be
possible to reduce each field team to one ADO/DDO, but that they were on staff as ‘surge capacity’, for example, if a
large number of grants were approved at one time (which happens when batches of EDFs are approved) or for cash
infusions when asked by OTI to quickly ramp up in a field office. Creative has already planned to close two field offices,
Hangu and Kohat, by June (they have stopped YLing new projects and are currently working to spend down the monies
($672,000 and $588,000, respectively) allocated to them in the current work plan.
The team structure is similar between Creative and IOM. The teams are well‐designed. The database shows 268 cleared
grants, which means an average of 16 on‐going projects per office. This is slightly lower than the average figure (of 20
on‐going projects) self‐reported by staff in the online survey (however, this figure might be skewed hire due to M&E
officers who are reviewing grants that have already been completed. It also includes projects that have not started
because of EDF delays or on‐hold because of security issues). In the same online survey, a majority of respondents
(66.3%) stated that their workload was ‘just right’, 28.8% said their workload was ‘too heavy’ and only 5% reported that
it was ‘too light’.
However, the field offices were been staffed up to handle anticipated funding levels, not the actual levels that have
been allocated to them since 2010. The partners received $30M each in FY 2009 and an average of $13M each in FY
2010. Therefore, current team sizes in field offices are high relative to the number of grants being done by each office.
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Both IPs (field offices and Islamabad office) say that they have the capacity to implement more projects if the funding
was there.
Recommendation 10: Creative and IOM: Both IPs’ have a sound staffing structure for field teams. Positions cannot
be cut from field teams without damaging the team’s ability to implement grants. Instead, when the funding picture
becomes clearer, whole teams should be eliminated and offices closed as necessary according to OTI guidance. The
cost of moving teams to new areas is minimal since there is little make‐ready costs and in general PTI does not pay
rent since they are in the GOP PA or DC compounds. In the case that additional funds become available, according to
both Sr. Management and staff, existing field teams could implement more projects with almost the same staffing
structure (with an additional engineer or two) and additional vehicles.
Feedback from Staff ‐ Salary and Morale
Creative
In both one‐on‐one interviews in Peshawar and in the anonymous, online survey completed by field staff, there was a
general sense of pride to be a part of a program that was working to address needs in poor areas in Pakistan. Sixty
percent of survey respondents said that they enjoyed their job “very much”, 42% said that they enjoyed their job “a
little” and no respondents said that they didn’t enjoy their job at all. That said, however, staff morale is low in both
organizations due to comparatively low salaries and small increases/raises, job insecurity and the security situation in
the areas in which they work.
Creative staff with whom we spoke talked about the low morale of staff caused by two major factors: 1. lack of job
security and 2. comparatively low salaries relative to similar organizations and the USG. Job security at Creative has
declined in the past several months as the organization has begun eliminating staff positions and freezing additional
hiring in an effort to cut costs and streamline operations. Creative’s staff has been cut by more than 20% in the past
several months (from 174‐134) and, given the uncertain funding situation, remaining staff are worried about additional
lay‐offs. Creative’s Director of Human Resources told the MRT that she is unofficially hearing that many staff are looking
for other jobs due to uncertain funding situation/lack of job security with PTI. She, and others, explained that this would
lead to attrition of the most qualified staff who would easily be able to find jobs elsewhere.
Creative staff are still paid according to the 2009 US Embassy salary scale. The Director of Human Resources explained
that they have not changed the salary scale because of the rapid turn‐over in Chiefs of Party and then they were told to
concentrate on human resources policy, not pay scale, when the current COP arrived in May 2010. Raises and bonuses
have also not kept pace with either inflation US Embassy scales. In June, 2010, HCNs at USAID and Embassy staff
received a 5% increase, a 5% annual raise and a 25% increase on their salary. Creative staff receive annual increases of
2‐5%. This has also not kept pace with inflation, which (anecdotally) increased 34% from 2008‐2009 and 32% between
2009‐2010. Field allowances are also low compared to the US Embassy; Embassy staff receive 25% for field allowances
whereas Creative staff only receive 15%.
The ever‐changing funding outlook also affects staff morale due to its impact on relationships with both the PA and the
communities. If a certain field office is allocated $600,000 for a workplan, they will plan accordingly, collecting project
ideas from the PA with that amount in mind and meeting with the community to discuss their project applications.
When they are then told to not submit any more grant ideas for YL’ing because their office’s fund allocation has been
reduced, this “frustrates” community members and the PA and threatens the very objective of project, increasing the
writ of the government. This, in turn, affects the morale of the staff who must deal with disappointed GOP counterparts
and community members. Staff also spoke about ‘fluctuating priorities’ from the donor – they are asked to look at
something one week, which they do, and by the time they report back with the information it is no longer a priority,
which has the dual effect of raising community expectations and wasting staff time on projects that are then not Yellow
Lit.
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Creative noted that the hiring and retention of engineers was particularly difficult because of USAID salary rules which
only allow for a 5% increase in salary history. This makes it difficult to hire and retain well‐qualified engineers to work in
remote and insecure areas. In Creative’s case, in lieu of being able to offer engineers a competitive salary, they have
tried to decrease the attrition rate of their technical staff by offering trainings and other professional growth
opportunities. Also, Creative changed their reporting structure so now engineers are reporting directly to engineers
rather than reporting to program staff. This has slowed the attrition rate somewhat, but the morale amongst the
engineers remains low and attrition rates remain high. These engineers know that they can find a better‐paying job in
more secure areas.
It should be noted that many of the Creative staff we interviewed were happy when Aidan Egan became COP (May
2010) and began implementing systems and procedures that streamlined processes and saved staff time.
IOM
Morale
IOM Senior Management report that their staff’s morale was extremely low during the troubles with the Consul General
in Peshawar and has improved since the resolution of this issue. However, discussions with field staff show that there
are still serious morale issues stemming from funding uncertainties, a lack of job security and a ‘lack of job identity’ (they
are working for IOM, hired by a services firm and representing the Government of Pakistan, yet feel ‘owned’ by none of
these entities).
The discussion of salaries/lack of increases was more frequently heard from Creative staff than IOM. The team asked
IOM about its salary scale and was told that they were “kind of on IOM’s scale”. Therefore, it was not possible for the
MRT to compare the salaries of similar positions across the IPs.
Recommendation 11: Creative and IOM SMT should compare salary scales for HCNs, compare them to other similar
programs in Pakistan, and work to resolve any large discrepancies. This is extremely important before deciding on
whether to reduce to one partner as discussed elsewhere in this report.
Recommendation 12: OTI should support adjustments to salary scales if required by working with the IP and OAA.
Recommendation 13: OTI can assist both partners to access the online electronic survey tool and OTI, IOM, and
Creative should conduct periodic surveys to elicit feedback and suggestions from their staff
Ownership
IOM HCN staff complained that letters of recommendation are provided by the Pakistani service provider, not IOM. This
issue came up in past program reviews. IOM said that they DO provide letters to staff and that they list IOM on their
CVs. However, given that they are not technically IOM employees and due to the extremely sensitive nature of the
optic, the wording to be used is extremely important.
Recommendation 14: Given this disconnect between staff, who would like letters of recognition/appreciation from
IOM and to use IOM’s respected name on their CVs, IOM could provide sample text for CVs and a sample letter to
show employees that IOM will write them a letter of verification of employment.
On‐the‐Job Training
While salary is extremely important to staff, training and capacity‐building are good morale boosters. Creative said that
it has increased its training opportunities to retain its engineering staff.
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Recommendation 15: OTI should encourage and facilitate additional trainings for other program and support staff,
(i.e. give staff time to go on retreats, support STTA trainer costs, and attend trainings), would help boost morale levels
by staff who feel unappreciated.

Environmental Delays
The activity cycle is layered and complex (Creative quantified it to 90+ steps, similar to other complex OTI programs) and
there are many places it can bog down. Creative and IOM have both taken good measures to identify and rectify
bottlenecks on their end; the largest remaining bottleneck that consistently takes up the most time are delays on EDF
approvals. All projects (unless a waiver is requested) must have an environmental mitigation plan attached which must
be approved by the Mission’s Environmental Officer (MEO). For most of the life of the program, the EDF approval
process was relatively efficient. However, in the last six months, Creative’s EDF approval process has become
increasingly slow.
Background:
USAID has a June 2007 Initial Environmental Evaluation (IEE) for the FATA Development Program that OTI relies on (ANE
07‐40 PAKISTAN ETD SO10 FATA‐FDP). The Management Review team focused on the Environmental Compliance
Process because it was seen as a bottleneck in the activity cycle workflow. The process applies only to Creative (as
discussed in this section), and the management team, led by the DCR, was actively working on un‐blocking this
bottleneck. There are three separate issues that need to be addressed by OTI/Pakistan regarding environmental
compliance: 1) Process for IOM, 2) Applicability of the 2007 IEE to areas outside FATA/ Frontier Regions (FRs); and 3)
Bottlenecks in the approval process.
OTI acknowledges that the process is different for IOM than for Creative, and therefore these delays only apply to
Creative. Refer to the section on Environmental Compliance on page 30 for additional discussion on Environmental
Compliance.
Activity Cycle Bottleneck
Since October 2010, the IEE process has not been efficient for Creative. As of Thursday, February 17th, Creative had 42
grants that had been fully developed but were awaiting EDF approval. The total value of these grants was $2.9 million.
The programmatic impact of this delay is significant and includes unhappy communities, Political Agents who are
frustrated, pressure on field teams (You told us you would do this, what happened?), telling the PA of Bajour that we
cannot assist with the current IDP problem because of our own internal delays. The delay negates the goals and
objectives of the program and significantly erodes the tremendous gains that the program has made. Creative and OTI
acknowledge that this only became a problem recently. OTI, Creative, and the MEO have met to resolve the issues but
the solutions, if they work, are not sustainable.
Other Factors
In addition to the three issues raised above, the MRT also observed two IEE‐related issues:
a) EDFs are submitted for USAID/MEO clearance even for grants that are categorically excluded from CFR 216 as
stated in the IEE. This is because the IEE is not clear that these EDFs do not have to be submitted.
b) Despite the fact that the EDF, once approved, outlines mitigation measures, Creative acknowledged that these
are not written into the construction sub‐contract (so there is little incentive for contractors to implement these
measures), nor are they really applied in the field. The EDF states “compliance with these conditions will be
regularly confirmed and documented…”, “the contractor will conduct all required mitigation measures…”. The
elaborate M&E processes and numerous teams do not check that these mitigation measures are being
implemented.
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Recommendation 16: The Management Review team presents several options for OTI’s consideration to address the
EDF bottleneck. These recommendations are not mutually exclusive.






New Mission‐Wide IEE ‐ Work with senior Mission management to put in place a new country‐wide IEE for all
USAID programs, with different thresholds of review for small (OTI) and large projects. This effort should be
prioritized within the contexts of stabilization, USAID assistance to Pakistan, and contingencies (such as floods).
Due to the turnover of Foreign Service Officers in Pakistan (a one year unaccompanied post), work with the
senior Mission management to designate a new FSN Deputy Mission Environmental Officer (given the workload
of the MEO (a supervisory civil engineer in a country that USAID is investing heavily in construction) and other
DMEO). OTI can offer to pay to send the FSN for training at the next available worldwide course.
Under the old IEE and / or under the new IEE, develop sector‐based EDFs that capture the common sectors of
grants. OTI has done hundreds of flood walls and water projects and Creative has EDF templates for such
projects. The Mitigation measures do not change. These sector based EDFs will require Mission approval.

Recommendation 17: Until a new IEE is ready, get clarity in writing from the MEO or DCHA MEO that Categorical
Exclusion grants do not need to be submitted to USAID. In other OTI programs, they are signed by the Chief of Party
for the grant file. The new IEE should include similar language.
Note that the Team was told that this was recently confirmed, but not in writing. If it is in writing, it is clear to future
MEOs.
Recommendation 18: Creative and IOM should begin writing mitigation measures into the sub‐contract, providing a
budget as needed, and monitoring compliance through the various monitoring entities that currently monitor the
project. This should include the OTI M&E staff.
Tracking Ground Realities
Both IPs are suffering from slow disbursement of funding against committed funds (refer to the data and charts
presented in the Financial Management Section on page 15. There are a number of reasons for a slow implementation:
1. The large backlog of EDF approvals explained above (Creative only); 2. Community conflicts, and 3. Work‐stoppage for
security reasons (or due to road closures tied to movements by the Pakistani military). OTI should follow the
recommendations above to ensure that EDFs are approved more quickly. While the IPs should work with the relevant
parties to solve community conflicts before implementing projects, community conflicts can and do arise after the
project has started, requiring work to stop while the conflict is resolved.
The IPs place these grants “On Hold” in the database until the EDF is approved, the security situation improves, or the
community conflict is resolved. In each of these scenarios, it is difficult for the IP to determine when it will be possible
to resume work on the project, and, in the case of insecurity or community conflict, they may be forced to put the grant
on hold several times. This then requires the IP to seek a No Cost Extension from OTI, which requires staff time and,
particularly in the case of multiple no cost extensions, keeps the disbursement rates low, and reflects poorly on the IP
(even though the circumstances are beyond their control). Currently, there is no way to track the reason for holds on
activities in the database, which makes it impossible to analyze the reasons for projects being on hold.
Recommendation 19: Institute “automatic” No‐Cost Extensions when grants are taken off hold. This would require
an email from the IP to the DCR notifying him/her that the hold is being lifted. The DCR’s acknowledgement would
then constitute an automatic approval thus obviating the need for the IP to write a memo explaining the reason for
the delay and for signed clearance by the DCR.
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Recommendation 20: Create a new database field that tracks project holds. This new field would track the reasons
for suspension of projects and count the number of days work is suspended so that the IP/OTI can analyze reasons for
delay. This will then feed back into the creation of future work plans – for example, if there are many grants which
are delayed in South Waziristan due to security, then IPs/OTI can reduce the number of activities planned there in the
next work plan.
Grant Close‐Out Delays
Both IPs and OTI/P and W noted that close‐out of grants has been and continues to be problematic. Both IPs have a
backload of grants that they are waiting to have approved for closure by OTI.



Creative has 95 grants pending OTI approval for closure
 The oldest grant was submitted for closure approval July 2010
IOM has 80 grants awaiting closure

The oldest grant was submitted for closure approval May 2010

The 2008 Management Review stated that OTI closure approval required the CR to ensure that the documentation was
complete. Currently, closure approval is a more in‐depth process, with OTI asking IPs to answer specific questions (such
as ‘why did the PA only visit the project twice, instead of the three times projected in the grant document?’). It is
difficult to collect this type of information when the grants are months old (in some cases, up to a year old), and most of
these questions are generally answered in site visit reports. Staff from both IPs note that ensuring that the grammar,
spelling and punctuation is perfect is time‐consuming and requires the time of an native English speaker to edit each
grant. OTI also currently requires the IPs to include the background section from the grant (which is in the future tense)
to be included in the Final Evaluation Report (FER) in the past tense. Additionally, some reviewers are imposing newly‐
developed rules or procedures on grants that took place prior to these changes. There does not seem to be a
standardized template of requirements for close‐out that is being provided to the IPs and used by the staff which have
been tasked with close‐out.
The backlog of closures has several knock‐on effects. The first is that it is not an efficient use of the IP staff time that it
takes to respond to the (relatively insignificant) questions posed to them about completed grants by OTI staff. It
requires them to divert attention and time away from developing new grants or implementing existing grants to retrieve
information that does not greatly impact the specific project. This is also a large expense to OTI, which, in addition to
using the DCOP’s time, has recruited bullpen and DC‐based program staff to work on closing‐out grants. The biggest
value of the close out process is in the FER. The DCRs are reviewing these documents as they are made available. This
lesson‐learned process will not be helpful if close‐out is being months later by someone outside the program.
There is also a financial impact for IOM. While Creative de‐obligates funds from projects as soon as they are
‘completed’, IOM does not de‐obligate unspent funds from projects until OTI has approved them. Currently, IOM has
$591,000 unspent funds in grants – grants that have been completed but not closed by OTI ‐ that it has yet to de‐
obligate. Therefore, nearly $600,000 is being tied up because of administrative procedures.
Recommendation 21: OTI/P should review its current system of grant closures and decide whether it should continue
with the current system – with OTI staff thoroughly reviewing each grant – or return to the prior system whereby the
CR verified that the required documentation was submitted by the IP. Each system has pros and cons.
If OTI/P decides to continue with the current system, it should: 1) Provide the IPs and reviewers with the same list of
requirements and FAQs; 2) Not require the IPs to send the CSVs and FERs via email (as they are available in the
database); 3) Accept a less‐than‐perfect level of grammar, spelling and punctuation; and 4) Not ask IPs small questions
about grants that have been pending closure with OTI for months. If OTI/P decides to use a verification process, it should
consult with OTI/Afghanistan for a sample checklist.
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Recommendation 22: OTI/W should clarify/expand its grant close‐out procedures in the manual and disseminate to
OTI programs worldwide.

Financial Management
Background
“The USAID/OTI Pakistan program is one of the largest and most complex programs USAID/OTI has ever fielded” (Aplon
and Hummel, September 2010 PPR). A financial review of an OTI program, from an OTI management perspective, aims
to answer the following questions:
1. What is the cost of doing business in the FATA using OTI’s business models?
2. Are these costs reasonable? If not, what needs to change?
3. Given the anticipated level of funding, what are the appropriate targets for the IP?
Each implementing partner has its own cost structure, way of doing business, and best practices. Some of these are also
contractual (SWIFT Contractor vs. a Cooperative Agreement with a Public International Organization (PIO)). It is clear
that each IP has carefully thought about its structure and processes, and both have made improvements over time. For
an OTI program, this is a very mature program ‐ second only to Colombia, Pakistan is our longest active program.
Most of the analyses presented in this report are based on Creative. This is because IOM, under a cooperative
agreement, does not have to provide detailed budgets, vouchers, etc. Unfortunately, this means that the spotlight will
remain on Creative because we have more information for them. IOM is a significantly larger organization with
additional programs in Pakistan and has taken advantage of their additional resources in Pakistan. For example, IOM
has not had a full‐time expat Security Risk Manager for more than a year. Instead, the COP is playing that role and
relying on the IOM Country Security Manager.
Using OTI’s approach to programming, the costs of doing business in any program are high. Other programs have much
lower costs because they simply write a check to the Government and ask for quarterly reports. In fact, following
decisions made by the US Special Envoy in 2009, USAID/Pakistan has started shifting to this approach. Approximately
$600million is being given to various GOP entities for projects and no implementing partners are involved. OTI programs,
on the other hand, have always been grassroots, boots‐on‐the ground, in‐kind programs through implementing partners
that have to deal with realities of large operating costs, security delays, and tribal or ethnic conflicts. OTI’s unique
successes in the FATA can be attributed entirely to the OTI approach.
Note that some financial information is provided in the annexes, for either OTI only, Creative, or IOM. These annexes
should be read together with this section.
Official Budget, Obligations, and Sub‐obligations
Both partners have $100m broad‐scope agreements (CoAg for IOM and Task Order for Creative) that end in September
2012. Approximately 60% has been obligated to IOM and 30% for Creative PTI. Note that $27m was obligated to
Creative FTI and therefore the total obligations are similar for both partners ($57m) each. Both partners have spent
approximately $30.5m on grants.
OTI’s costs as shown in TOMAS have increased from $2.1m in FY 2010 to a budgeted $3.2m in FY 2011 (52% increase).
However, the MRT was given an updated OTI budget showing $2.7million for FY 2011, a reduction of $500,000. This
includes the CR, 2 DCRs, 1 FPM and 2 FSNs. The budget, however, also includes $220,000 for one more expat and one
more senior FSN (TBD). See the team’s recommendation in the staffing section. Approximately $100,000 was spent on
bullpen costs in the second half of 2010. Approximately 65% of that was spent for in‐country assistance (DCR, CR
coverage, reviews, technical assistance) and 35% was for approximately 90 total days of ‘virtual’ assistance. (See page
50 for a more detailed discussion of how bullpen costs were determined and calculated).
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Recommendation 23: OTI/W should discuss, as part of the handover/exit discussion that is presented elsewhere,
whether OTI can work in an environment where every incremental funding (including the one presented above)
requires Mission Director, Ambassador and Special Envoy approval.
Vouchers
The team did not review vouchers / monthly financial statements from the IPs. Given the 3 year history of the program,
the large number of OTI staff due to turnover and large teams in DC and Islamabad, we assume that OTI has been asking
questions on vouchers. One example would be to request a detailed breakdown of the security line item on the voucher
which is sometimes over $100,000 per month.
Recommendation 24: OTI should track all voucher questions and save them on eRooms for access by all field staff,
bullpen and Washington. Given the interest of the field team in costs and analyses, OTI may want to discuss vouchers,
pipelines, and budgets monthly in 2‐corner calls.

Funds Control Sheet
Previous review teams have heard about the arduous Program Funds Control Sheet (PFCS). In the past, funds were split
across each fund type (e.g., ESF‐Supplemental), by year, and by target area. Therefore, the Creative’s PFCS had 79
different fund codes, while IOM had 50 codes. Some pots of funds had balances of $1 ‐ $6,000 which cannot be used.
One pot had a $6,000 deficit probably because of a cost amendment.
There are pros and cons to the approach that used to be taken. The main benefit is the fact that funds were assigned to
geographic areas and that it was easy to monitor grant clearances and disbursements against targets. However, with a
multitude of funding types, the options became exponential. A grant team would have to select which fund code, try
and draw down on older accounts, left‐over money remained static in a fund code, etc. In February 2011, OTI Bullpenner
Tom Stukel revised the PFCS for both IPs and reduced the codes to 8, primarily by fiscal year and fund type.
There are various ways to arrange the fund codes, depending on needs.
Arrangement
FY, Fund,
Geography

FY, Fund

FTI / PTI, and
Fund

How To Report
 Funds control sheet to track
workplan
 Simple report by Fund Type for
specific year/area/fund
 Funds control sheet to track against
FY and Fund
 SuperBuilder report for specific area

Pros
 Easy to track against targets
for each area
 One touch reporting

Cons
 79 different ones to choose from
 Must move money around

 Shorter List (8)
 Easy reporting by Fiscal Year
 No need to move funds
around

 SuperBuilder report for specific area
and fiscal year (using date cleared)

 Shorter List
 Easy reporting by fund type
 No new codes for future
years under PTI

 Lose FTI/PTI difference if new
person running report (1)
 Fiscal Year reporting not accurate
if drawing down in out‐years
 Easy to overcommit if multiple
offices/databases (2)
 No real use of fund control sheet
for specific reporting

Notes
(1) This problem has occurred in past OTI programs where multiple offices had database managers who were drawing
down from the same pot of money without coordination. Creative Pakistan only has one office where grants are
finalized (Islamabad) and one database manager. Creative also has elaborate spreadsheets that are used to track
grants against workplan targets. Therefore, an overcommitment not a concern even if the funds are all combined
into one.
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(2) C
Creative suggested that the current bre
eakdown by fu
und and yearr maintains th
he difference between FTII and PTI.
H
However, an outside
o
would
d have to kno
ow that they should
s
selectt certain fund codes to seleect FTI. If OTI decides to
kkeep it the waay it is now, suggest renam
ming adding FTI
F and PTI to the name of the fund as ffollows:
Current
FFY 07 ESF
FFY 08 ESF
FFY 09 ESF
FFY 10 ESF
FFY 09 ESF‐BR
FFY 09 TI
FFY 10 ESF Flood
d
FFY 10 FD‐X

Suggested Changes
C
Option
O
1: By FY
Y and Phase
FTI FY
F 07 ESF
FTI FY
F 08 ESF
PTI FY
F 09 ESF
PTI FY
F 10 ESF
FTI FY
F 09 ESF‐BR
PTI FY
F 09 TI
PTI FY
F 10 ESF Flood
d
PTI FY
F 10 FD‐X

Sugggested Changges
Op
ption 2: By Fun
nd
FTI ESF
PTI ESF
Keep or m
merge with FTI EESF
Keep
Keep or m
merge with PTI ESF
Keep

Notee that once funds are mergged in the Fun
nds Control Sheet, OTI cannnot assign individual gran
nts to the fund
d by FY and
Year.. However, th
he total amou
unt of fund pu
ut into the contract, by Fis cal Year and ttype, is still available in the Funding
Histo
ory section off the funds control sheet.
Analyysis
Decissions on how to organize the
t PFCS depe
ends on the reporting
r
andd analysis neeeds which can
n only be deteermined by
OTI/P
Pakistan and OTI/Washinggton. In the caase of Pakistaan, the IP doees not separatte funds in itss voucher and
d the MRT is
not rrecommendin
ng this since itt has not been required un
ntil now (it is a lot of workk and is only d
done when neecessary from
m
the ssource of the funds 2).
Even with the reduction of fund codes (now
w by Fund Typ
pe and Year) tthere is still reemaining fun
nds that will n
not be used.
For eexample, IOM
M’s Funds Control Sheet has $15,770 forr FY 07 ESF. Iff all ESF were all combined
d into one fun
nd code (ESF),
this b
balance would not exist. Iff asked about 2007 ESF, OTTI can generaate a report of all grants cleared in FY 07, or all
grantts cleared unttil the date FYY 08 funds we
ere entered.

Reco
ommendation
n 25: OTI/W
W and OTI/Pakistan analyzze their reporrting needs a
and determine the simplesst
arran
ngement of the
t PFCS that suits their neeeds. This sho
ould be appliied to both IP
Ps. These chan
nges should b
be
docu
umented.
Reco
ommendation
n 26: OTI/W
W should provvide guidancee to all countrries on pros a
and cons and
d decisions po
oints that
mustt be used befo
fore determin
ning how to seet up a PFCS.

2

OTI//DRC had to haave the IP sepaarate funds in its
i voucher beccause these weere funds external to the USG
G that required
d separate
auditable reporting.
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Discrepancies between PFCS and Pipeline
The Pakistan program is complex and large. Close monitoring of the available funds is essential, especially as funds dry
up due to Congressional appropriations or end of contracts (2012).
Discrepancies between the Pipeline and the Program Funds Control Sheet (PFCS) are not unique to Pakistan. A 2008
audit in OTI/Washington, requested by the Chief of Field Programs, found discrepancies in almost every country
program at the time. The following instructions and tools exist:




Program Funds Control Sheet guidance, https://trauma.ofda.gov/eRoom/OM/OperationsMmgt/0_13c3 and
referenced in the COMPAS. This guidance explains how to update the PFCS and the describes the relationship
between the PFCS and pipeline.
SWIFT III language in the task order that states “Immediately following each new USAID obligation of funds for
Contractor use in this program, the Contractor shall provide a revised pipeline to the TOCOTR, who will arrange for
changes to the Funds Control Sheet of the Activity Database indicating the amount reserved for operations and the
amount reserved for activities.” (Creative Pakistan Task Order SWIFT III, page 17/18)

If the PFCS does not match the pipeline then OTI and the IP will be working from different numbers. While the IP in the
field may be using the database as a guide, the home office finance and contract departments would be using the IP’s
own financial systems, which generally are used to generate pipelines.
Analysis
 Creative shows $20,262,243 available for grants in the
database while their pipelines (and associated planning
budgets show $21,557,970). The difference is $1.3m or
6%.
 IOM’s pipeline and funds control sheet match.

IOM

Creative

Total

PFCS

$36,010,238

$20,262,243

$56,272,481

Pipeline

$36,010,238

$21,557,970

$57,568,208

$0

($1,295,727)

($1,295,727)

Difference

What does this mean? Creative has $1.3m more than what OTI thinks
Recommendation 27: The SLT should direct a serious look at the Program Funds Control Sheet (PFCS) issues,
pipelines, and guidance. This issue lingers with OTI and will not go away without new guidance for COTRs, CRs and
IPs, a new pipeline (to be approved with OAA), and new language for future task orders.
Recommendation 28: OTI/P should work closely with Creative to resolve the difference and make the necessary
adjustment. This might mean revising the PFCS or the pipeline. If necessary, Creative should submit a revised ‘internal’
pipeline for OTI with the agreed upon number and then use that number in future planning documents.

Commitments and Disbursements
The following charts show past commitments (from the Database) and disbursements (from the vouchers).
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Creative Commitments and Disbursements

Commitments

Disbursements

Sep‐10

May‐10

Jan‐10

Sep‐09

May‐09

Jan‐09

Sep‐08

Commitments

Disbursements

Creative Undisbursed

Jan‐11

Sep‐10

May‐10

Jan‐10

Sep‐09

May‐09

Jan‐09

Sep‐08

$8,000,000
$7,000,000
$6,000,000
$5,000,000
$4,000,000
$3,000,000
$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$‐
May‐08

Jan‐11

Sep‐10

May‐10

Jan‐10

Sep‐09

May‐09

Jan‐09

Sep‐08

May‐08

$12,000,000
$10,000,000
$8,000,000
$6,000,000
$4,000,000
$2,000,000
$‐

Jan‐08

IOM Undisbursed

Jan‐08

$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$‐
May‐08

Sep‐10

May‐10

Jan‐10

Sep‐09

May‐09

Jan‐09

Sep‐08

May‐08

Jan‐08

$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$0

Jan‐08

IOM Commitments and Disbursements

The recent increase in undisbursed funds can be partially explained by looking at specific grants and by looking at the
security context. For example:



Creative – 2 large warehouse grants, $500K; $1.5m in Lower and Upper Dir; $680K in Bajour. Total $2.68m
bringing the backlog down
IOM – South Waziristan, approximately $1million committed but cannot disburse due to the security situation
there. Kurrum approximately $500,000 for the same reason. $1m for 3 grants to the Pakistan Institute of
Prosthetics, these grants run through mid‐2012. Total $2.5m which brings the undisbursed backlog down to
$7.5million.

These nuances are lost when looking at the database as a snapshot in time.
Analysis
IOM

To Disburse
At $1m per mo.
At $1.5m per mo.

No New Grants

$5.5m new

$ 10m
Dec‐11
Sep‐11

$ 15.5m
Jun‐12
Dec‐11

Creative

$5.5m + $10m No New Grants
$ 25.5m
Mar‐13
Jul‐12

Pakistan Management Review, March 2011

$ 6m
Aug‐11
Jun‐11

$5.9m new

$5.9m + $10m

$ 11.1m
Jan‐12
Oct‐11

$ 21.1m
Nov‐12
Apr‐12
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The M
Managementt Review team
m is working under
u
the assumption thatt IOM and Creeative both reeceive $15miillion in FY
2011
1 funds. This translates
t
to a maximum of
o $10m in ne
ew grants giveen the best caase scenario rratio.

Jan‐11

Sep‐10

May‐10

Jan‐10

Sep‐09

Jan‐09

May‐09

Sep‐08

May‐08

$16,000,0000
$14,000,0000
$12,000,0000
$10,000,0000
$8,000,0000
$6,000,0000
$4,000,0000
$2,000,0000
$$‐
Jan‐08

The ggrowing net undisbursed
u
(area under th
he graph) is of
o concern to
the M
Management Review Team
m. Both partners told us th
hat OTI was
moree concerned about
a
committments, sayin
ng that OTI to
old them to
clearr at $1.5m and
d disburse at $1m. As show
wn in the chaart (at right),
this d
difference willl accumulate
e to a point where the IP will
w require
moree than a year to close out all
a active gran
nts without doing new
grantts. For OTI, which
w
desires the
t IP to iden
ntify new gran
nts up to the
last p
possible minu
ute, this will be
b extremely problematic.

Reco
ommendation
n 29: The te
eam was not able
a to deterrmine where the guidancee to commit a
at $1.5m and
d disburse at
$1m//month came
e from; nonettheless, a tecchnical guidan
nce memo froom the AOTR
R and COTR sh
hould be used to debunk
the m
myth and require IPs to ke
eep disbursem
ment rates up
p.
The ccharts and tab
bles above de
emonstrate th
hat, at the target disburseement rate off $1.5m, both partners would only be
able to spend funds already ob
bligated plus $10m
$
grant fu
unds from FYY 2011 funding before the end date of tthe
agreeement (Septe
ember 2012). No new FY 2012 funds could be accom
mmodated. Att current peakk rate of $1m
m disbursed
montthly (each IP), both IPs wo
ould need a no
o‐cost extenssion in order tto complete tthe work.

De‐Obligation
ns and Ove
ercommitm
ments
Crea
ative



O
Over‐Disburse
ements: Creative had 4 acttivities with over‐disburse
o
ements, totaling $32,848. TTwo are 5% o
over and are
in the ‘comple
eted’ categorry pending clo
ose‐out. Two are in the ‘cleeared’ catego
ory, with one 6% over and one 47%
o
over‐disburse
ed (BJRC158). The database
e has a quick report (one‐ttouch) that sh
hows all overr‐disbursements (the
ost‐amendmeent).
rreport is unde
er “Budget an
nd Finance” menu
m
and is laabeled undereestimates thaat require a co



D
De‐Obligation
ns: Creative haas 1 grant thaat is cancelled
d that has $1..53 to de‐obliigate. More ssignificantly, it has 2 closed
d
ggrants that haave $1,081 to de‐obligate. These were closed
c
in Septtember (MKD
D) and Decem
mber (BJR). Th
he Manager’s
ccontrol panel in the databaase shows a quick
q
snapsho
ot of grants annd any amounts to de‐obligate can eassily be seen.

IOM



O
Over‐Disburse
ements: IOM had 13 activiities with ove
er‐disbursemeents, totaling $27,148.
o

12 graants are 0‐5%
% over and are
e in the ‘close
ed’ or ‘compleeted’ categorry. This accou
unts for the neegative
$2,52
29.74 showingg as a balance
e for closed grants in the M
Manager’s con
ntrol panel beelow.

o

One grant
g
is in ‘com
mpleted’ cate
egory, with 13
3% over‐disb ursed (PESI0113).

Pakistan Man
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D
De-Obligation
ns:

o

IOM has
h 9 grants that
t
are cance
elled that havve $10.7K to dde‐obligate. TThis is likely d
due to a staff
turnover/training issue
i
because
e older grantss (2008) that were cancelleed were fullyy de‐obligated
d while newerr
cance
elled grants (2
2010) are not de‐obligated
d.

o

IOM has
h 79 grants that have be
een completed and submittted to OTI fo
or closing. How
wever, these are holding
$860,,000 in funds that should be
b de‐obligate
ed (during th e second weeek of the review, this drop
pped to
$600,000).

Reco
ommendation
n 30: At reg
gular SMT meeetings, the asssigned lead should bring
g a copy of th
he two databa
ase reports –
over‐‐disbursemen
nts and de‐ob
bligations. Th
hese should be
b discussed aand resolved by each relevvant partner before the
next meeting.
ommendation
n 31: OTI’s AOTR
A
should instruct IOM
M to de‐obligaate remaining
g funds in com
mpleted gran
nts that are
Reco
sent to OTI for clo
osing. IOM on
nly sends grants for closin
ng once IOM iis satisfied th
hat all financiials are comp
pleted. This iss
consiistent with Crreative’s app
proach. (Referr to Recommendation 21:: for a different discussion
n on pending close‐outs).
Amendments
For a program this size, Cost Amendments among
a
both partners
p
havee been relativvely few. This is probably d
due to the
detaiiled budgeting that is done
e for each graant before the
e grant is cleaared.

The
e “Ratio”
All OTI programs have
h
difficultyy defining the
e ops:grants “ratio”.
“
SWIFTT III purposely removed alll references tto the
infam
mous 70/30 raatio because it was not rellevant given the
t type of prrogramming tthat OTI doess. Under‐fund
ded programss,
securrity constrain
nts, political delays, emergencies, etc. all contribute to skewed avverages.
Grants: The nume
erator of the ratio
r
can have
e two definitiions. OTI tendds to think off grant clearan
nces. This is b
based on the
fact tthat we reporrt commitments (grant cle
earances) not disbursemennts (e.g., Tran
nsition News, Quarterly Reeports). The
assum
mption is that clearances and
a disbursem
ments will keep up with eaach other. IPss, on the otheer hand, thinkk of
disbu
ursements be
ecause that is what their financial systems (and voucchers) docum
ment. The distinction is imp
portant to
keep
p in mind whe
en setting targgets or when monitoring. The
T differencce can be sign
nificant. Over the past 12 m
months, the
ratios are 64% using cleared grrants; 59% using disbursem
ments, respecctively). OTI/W
W tracks the disbursement ratio in
each voucher (mo
onthly report for IOM). Wh
hen looking att the past 6 m
months, the raatios are both
h 60%‐61% fo
or each
partn
ner (looking at
a disburseme
ents).
Reco
ommendation
n 32: OTI/P (both cornerrs) should eith
her track andd refer to both
h ratios (Disb
bursements a
and
Comm
mitments), or be specific when
w
discusssing a ratio with
w a partnerr or with OTI//W. The timee period of an
ny ratio
shou
uld be clear when
w
it is discu
ussed. We su
uggest that OTI/W
O
updatee the voucherr tracker to in
nclude grant cclearances
(as w
well as disburrsements) and
d keep the master version
n of this spreaadsheet in eR
Rooms for botth corners to refer to.
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The p
projected com
mmitment rattio, shown he
ere, significantly depends oon the amoun
nt of funding available for new grants.
The aassumptions are that:
1
1) Each IP re
eceives $15m in FY 2011 fu
unds ($30m to
otal)
and that these
t
funds are received before
b
June 20
011.
60% of these funds are
e set aside forr new grants.
2
2) IPs will be
e able to disburse down th
he backlog ($1
10m
IOM and $5m
$
Creative
e). IPs will carry over a backlog
of $4m eaach (3‐4 montths) at the en
nd of the 12
month pe
eriod.
3
3) Note thatt if only $20m
m is available, the target of 60%
set aside for
f grants does not change
e because of the
relatively fixed costs off operations. The projecte
ed
cleared raatio will be 60
0% Clearancess and 66%
Disbursem
ments. This sh
hows the senssitivity of the
ratios to amounts
a
of fu
unds available
e.

End
d Dates of Agreemen
A
nts
Both IOM’s CoAg and Creative’’s Task Order end in Septe
ember 2012. TThe ceilings ccan accommo
odate an addittional $40m
(IOM
M) and $70m (Creative).
(
OTTI/Pakistan’s projections
p
of FY 2011 andd FY 2012 fun
nds for these IPs are appro
oximately
$30m
m each over the two years. Therefore, both
b
have eno
ough remainiing ceiling to accommodatte the funds.
Howeever, given th
he current Co
ongressional environment
e
and high like lihood of delaayed approprriations in FY 2011 and FY
2012
2, we assume that:



A
All FY 2011 funds are not available
a
for obligation
o
(aftter appropriaation, allocatio
on, and allotm
ment) to OTI//Pakistan
u
until Septemb
ber 2011. The
ese funds do not
n exceed $2
20m for each partner
A
All FY 2012 funds are similaarly not availaable until Jun
ne 2012.

Even if funds were
e available, th
he analysis se
ection of this report (unde r commitmen
nts and disbursements, paage 18) showss
e FY 2011 funds before thee 3 month clo
ose out period
d starts. If aw
ward end
that partners could just managge to disburse
2012, stoppin
ng the
datess are not altered, both parrtners would start slowing down grant commitmentts in January 2
comm
mitment of an
ny new consttruction proje
ects first, stop
pping all new soft grants and equipmen
nt grants by M
March 2012,
mber 2012.
and ccompleting alll grants by Ju
uly 2012, and closing out in
n early Septem


W
With a valid ju
ustification, as
a was done fo
or IOM in Sep
ptember 20099, a CoAg can
n be extended
d (not to extend 5 years
p
past the date of extension)) and the ceiling can easilyy be changed.. OAA might rrecommend a new uncom
mpleted award
d
in lieu of an amendment. There
T
are two
o options:
o End th
he CoAg afterr FY 2011 funds are added and spent
o Extend the CoAg (n
no cost exten
nsion) through
h mid‐2013 too allow IOM tto spend out FY 2012 fund
ds (if they do
not exxceed $20m and
a if there are still 2 partners).
o Do a new
n CoAg or amendment to increase th
he ceiling andd end‐date.



B
Based on the ordering periiod clauses (SSection I.2) off SWIFT III, Cr eative’s SWIFFT III Task Ord
der’s end datee may be
eextended thro
ough August 2016
2
(SWIFT III maximum)) but a cost exxtension wou
uld be difficult given the co
ompetition
eenvironment within USAID
D. Given the budget
b
and the funds obliggated, there aare several op
ptions:
o A no‐cost extensio
on through June 2013 to acccommodate the time neeeded to spend
d FY 2012 fun
nds. This
d include a bu
udget realignment and a rreduction in the budgeted total grants rratio.
modiffication would
o A no‐cost extensio
on to June 201
14 for FY 2013 funds
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Recommendation 33: OTI has to make some hard decisions before December 2011 or before FY 2012 funds are
obligated, whichever is sooner. OTI should convene a senior OTI and USAID/Pakistan workshop to strategize on the
way forward. If an OTI mechanism is still relevant, decisions will have to be made as to: One partner or two given the
amount of funding projected. One partner means lower operating costs (overhead and central staff). Two partners
gives more flexibility and ability to ramp up. However, with less funding in the horizon, this is probably not worth the
extra maintenance costs. Once that decision is made, OTI can then determine which approach to take (which partner,
extend agreement, or new agreement).

Different Implementation Mechanisms
Background
OTI has two primary implementing partners in Pakistan, IOM and Creative. The 2009 PPR Report stated, “The FTI in‐
country team all agreed that if they were to redesign the program, they would maintain the two‐partner structure.” OTI
made a conscious decision in 2007, which continues to be upheld, to have two partners. IOM, while a Public
International Organization (PIO), is an experienced OTI partner that uses a Cooperative agreement (assistance) structure
in a relationship based on trust between the two organizations that has developed over many years in many different
countries. Creative is a contractor that is governed by an acquisition mechanism (SWIFT) which has extensive experience
with OTI. The differences between the partners have contributed to the strength of the program. The 2009 and 2010
PPR as well as the 2010 Creative AAR elaborate on these strengths.
The Management Review team was asked to analyze the “effectiveness between Creative Associates and IOM with a
specific focus on in‐kind procurement as practiced by Creative Associates, versus sub‐contracting as practiced by IOM.”
OTI programs across the world vary in terms of their definitions of in‐kind grants, cash grants, and sub‐contracting.
There are basically several different points on the spectrum:
Increased Level of IP Control

1

2

3

4

5

Increased Level of Risk to IP
1. Pure sub‐contracting: IP outsources all the work to one contractor. Issues one check. All of the risk and
responsibility are shifted to the contractor. The IP occasional monitors the work in the same way that a
traditional USAID COTR would monitor a project. [This is the direction that USAID/Pakistan is taking, with
approximately $600m going directly to the GOP for projects.]
2. Sub‐contracting with IP Liaison and Monitoring: IP outsources all of the physical work (materials and labor), but
conducts community liaison and monitoring work itself.
3. Separate sub‐contracts of Local Labor and Materials with IP Liaison and Monitoring: The IP uses two or more
sub‐contracts, for manufactured goods, raw materials, and labor. The IP directly provides the monitoring and
community liaison work.
4. Materials Only: IP buys all the materials and the grantee/community provides all labor. The IP directly provides
the monitoring and community liaison work.
5. Pure in‐kind: Implementing Partner does 100% of the work. For a water project, the IP would directly buy all the
materials (generally from multiple vendors), pay the laborers directly (casual and skilled), pay the engineers,
monitors, community liaisons, etc. The risk and responsibility are entirely with the IP.

Pakistan Management Review, March 2011
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Creative uses option 3. They buy manufactured items such as computers, furniture and generators through one or more
bulk purchasing agreements (BPA)3 or Preferred Service Contracts for common items. They then sub‐contract out the
raw materials and labor to a local contractor using local bidding. Creative directly provides the monitoring and
community liaison work. All purchases (service, construction, and operational) are approved in Islamabad. Vendors
deliver items directly to the project site.
Creative is also starting to do BPAs for other items such as cement and bricks. A number of improvements to the process
occurred over the past 3 months and have changed the fact that the procurement assistants in the field used to be
responsible for everything from obtaining 3 quotations, overseeing the bid process, and preparing the purchase orders.
The changes have also reduced the time needed for the process because staff do not have to go out and collect 3 bids
for every item.
IOM also uses option 3. They buy manufactured items such as computers and generators through separate purchase
orders and then award one sub‐contract for labor and all common materials. Note that IOM used to use require the
community to provide local labor (see KHYI010‐030) but early on switched to option 3. The final evaluation report (FER)
for KHYI013 stated:
“At the start of this grant there was considerable discussion regarding the comparative merits of CIO versus
contractor implementation in the area. After review of the security situation, it was decided that a contractor
would better ensure timely completion”
The notes for KHYI017 stated: “03 June 08: OTI approved a No‐Cost Extension (i.e. time extension) for this grant. The
following serves as justification for the NCE: Justification: Grant implementation has been slower than expected due to
a careful process for defining the procedures of direct community implementation.”
The FER for the same grant stated:
The fact that the grant activity was executed through a CIO helped create a sense of community ownership and
responsibility, which will help to keep the DWSS up and running. Project implementation through a CIO also
helps assure a high quality product because the community laborers know they will also benefit from the
scheme.
The one achievement of this project was the ability of the community and the political administration to monitor
grant activity progress when Program M&E staff was unable to do so due to poor security in the tehsil of Bara. It
is for this reason that the first payment was paid late to the CIO because verification of completed work was
done late. Nevertheless, the POC stepped in to get the job done.
Comparison
 Similarities: Both have external (BEFARe and OTI) monitoring as well as internal monitoring. For other items, e.g.,
hospital supplies, furniture, computers, etc. (manufactured goods), both IPs procure directly and deliver to the site.
Both IPs have staff doing the designs, Bill of Quantities (BOQ), tender documents, local advertising, public opening of
bids and bid committees. Both approaches rely on Project Oversight Committees (POC) that feeds information back
to the IP and the FATA Secretariat and both rely on staff engineers to check quality of materials and construction.
Both IPs use local, transparent bidding processes (with public opening of bids), which involves the community and

3

pre‐qualified vendors with fixed prices like the GSA schedules
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local government officials. Independent monitoring officers believe that there is no noticeable difference in the
materials or quality of the projects.
Differences: IOM includes items like cement, steel, bricks, and pipes, which are common manufactured items, in the
main contractor’s contract while Creative buys separately. Creative now has a ‘catalog’ of items for its field teams to
select from (like a GSA catalog). However, given the workload involved, fluctuation in prices, and need to have local
delivery, Creative is now experimenting with bulk purchase in the field of these common items through a single
purchase order for a single grant.

Pros and Cons: The following table describes the advantages and disadvantages of each approach as presented by the
IPs:
Category

Majority Subcontracting
Some GOP entities use the same model.
Reinforces FTI objectives and optic.

Optic

Risk

Points of Contact
Opportunities for
Corruption
Amendments

Payment
Materials

Contractors

Risk transferred to the contractor for
material delivery delays, flawed
materials, local labor damaging
materials, etc.
IP only has to deal with one organization
and contract
One potential valve during procurement
from IP
Larger total amount that can leak
Change in scope requires one
amendment
Pay upon completion of the entire
system
Unused materials are contractor’s
problem
Contractor warehousing
Contractor responsible for warehouse
losses
Community POC contacts the IP
engineer when materials are delivered
to the site

Uses Government approved contractors.

Local contractor may not find vendor to
fulfill large orders.
All profit localized
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Delivered Materials and Local Labor
Some GOP line ministries use the same model by
buying materials in bulk and delivering to the site.
Also reinforces FTI objectives and optic.
Increase risk for material delivery delays are
compensated by lower risk of sub‐standard
products and cheaper bulk prices. Suppliers
penalized 1% per day that they are late.
IP must deal with multiple contracts / purchase
orders i.e., multiple organizations.
Multiple potential valves during IP procurement.
Smaller amounts that can leak
Change in scope requires multiple amendments
Community may give new unauthorized direction.
Two payments: for materials delivery and then for
project completion
Unused materials are IP’s problem. Creative
recycles materials to other projects.
Community warehousing
Community / IP responsible for warehouse losses.
Community POC takes delivery of the materials and
‘signs out’ to the contractor as needed.
Field supervisors (grant specific) are not able to
check technical aspects of all delivered materials.
Creative now hiring roving procurement officers to
train the field supervisors
Moving to project pre‐qualified / shorter list of
government approved contractors. List valid for 6
months.
National vendors have capacity for large orders.
Profit distributed to other areas
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Category

Majority Subcontracting
Problematic when not enough full
service contractors in an area eg.
S.Waziristan

Delivered Materials and Local Labor
“We control contractor and look over his shoulder”
(with POC and Materials tracking)

IOM also maintains that relying on a separate delivery cannot work in Khyber where any bulk delivery is seen as US
supplies for Afghanistan. This wouldn’t work in upper Kurrum where materials have to go through Afghanistan.
OTI Preferences and Direction: SWIFT partners are able to use all variations of options and this flexibility should remain
as part of SWIFT. It can, however, be customized for each country program (through the task order RFTOP or in the
Activities/Procurement manual that OTI must approve at the commencement of each task order). It can also be
customized based on the needs of a specific cluster (sector or geographic) through consultations between OTI and the
IP. Of course, the task order budget must be a factor in those consultation, e.g. if the IP has designed the program to be
pure sub‐contracting, it will have very few procurement staff, engineers, and field monitors. A switch to a pure in‐kind
system would likely mean that the IP would have to substantially increase its core staff and this would likely require
formal budget realignment.
In general, OTI can direct their IP to work a certain way. However, the final decision is up to the IP since it must be able
to fit within the contract, budget, and IP rules. Any operational direction (staffing, procurement, and finance) from OTI
requires serious thought because that direction may negatively impact the program and a situation could evolve
whereby the contractor blames OTI for a decision that had negative impact a year later.
The management review team found that each IP was well‐justified in their approach and should be encouraged to find
the right equilibrium that works for them. This equilibrium point will be different for each IP. Further, each IP will alter
its process if the process is not working.
Recommendation 34: Each IP has developed its procedures over time and continues to experiment where
appropriate. Each has good reasons and justifications for their individual approach. Therefore, OTI should not involve
itself in these decisions. Rather, OTI should track disbursements against obligations and grant delays due to
procurement.
Recommendation 35: OTI/Pakistan should work with OTI’s database team to find a way of capturing the type of
sub‐contract(s) for each grant in a quantitative way for each grant. For example, a database query should show the
number of grants that had 1, 2, or 3 sub‐contracts/purchase orders.
Recommendation 36: While there is a good working relationship between the two IPs, there does not seem to be
enough dialogue between them. This is because partners told us that they do not want to be seen as “ganging up
behind OTI’s back”. OTI should encourage more dialogue between the IPs, either at the SMT meetings or elsewhere.
Each IP should be asked to present 1‐2 best practices or lessons learned on different topics, including procurement, at
SMT meetings.
Subcontracting Over $100,000
USAID requires that contractors comply with FAR Clause 52.244‐2 and secure Contracting Officer approval for all sub‐
contracts over $150,000 (was $100,000). Some OTI contractors and CO interpret this as cumulative over the life of the
program. Both IOM and Creative subcontract a combination of labor, service, construction, and procurement. Is CO
approval required, and if so is it sought, for all subcontracts over $150,000?
Recommendation 37: OTI/Pakistan should discuss this with both IPs and take necessary steps to facilitate the
approvals. If approvals are required, both IPs may want to consider ceiling notifications for each contractor that is
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used on a regular basis. For example, if Contractor ABC is used in Bajaur or vendor XYZ for pipes, the IP could request
OAA concurrence for Services from ABC and pipes from XYZ up to $1,000,000 (or whatever is reasonable) over the life
of the project. This approach will require some assistance from OTI/Washington but is not unusual for OTI programs.

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)
Independent Monitoring Unit (IMU )
The team was not tasked with evaluating the M&E systems in place. However, the Management Review Team asked
partners about their internal M&E systems as well as their thoughts on the Independent Monitoring Unit (IMU) – the
contract with BEFARe to evaluate completed projects. Both IPs said that they found BEFARe’s reports extremely valuable
and fed back into their lessons learned. Aside from some slight concern about the optic the IMU staff is using in the
field4, the working relationship is cordial between the relevant M&E units. Both IPs stated that the reports were not
easily accessible in eRooms.
Speaking with BEFARe, the Management Review Team learned that their work is sometimes hampered by not receiving
the packets they get from OTI for each grant. This, they explained, is why they do not always reach their goal of visiting
40 projects/month.
Recommendation 38: IMU reports (as well as reports from OTI’s M&E staff) should be a part of the grant file on
eRooms and also entered into the database.
Recommendation 39: Review the most efficient way for putting together the grant packets every month in time for
BEFARe.
Recommendation 40: BEFARe should aim to visit a random sampling of all projects (rather than each project). OTI
should work with IPs to determine a realistic sample size.
Final Evaluation Report (FER) Format
FERs are done at the end of project implementation‐ the report sums up all of the activity that happened during the
project life‐cycle, including explanations of any challenges that occurred and how they were overcome. The FER re‐
states the background section that is included in the csv when the grant is approved, which must be changed to future
tense (“this grant will build” to “this grant built”). When the MRT asked staff from IPs about any redundant procedures
or policies, several mentioned that there is redundant material in the FER that is already repeated elsewhere in the csv,
including: the background section, information from site visits. While the FER is meant to be a stand‐alone document,
all of the required information is already in the CSV file, and it takes staff time and effort to copy and paste it and modify
the tense.
Recommendation 41: Recommendation: The FERs should not repeat the background information that is already
included in the CSV
Indicators
The F Process, which includes the Operational Plan (OP) and the Program Performance Report (PPR) requires the use of
F‐indicators for every USAID program. These indicators are built into the OTI Database and are activated as follows:

4

Creative said that IMU staff in the field represent themselves as ‘with the governor’, and then request sensitive documents from
the IPs.
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Country activates the relevant area(s) / element(s) of funding based on the F Matrix (set in the Database Preferences
window)
Country activates the relevant F indicators that are available for the selected area/ element and that would make
sense for the program (Database Preferences Window).
Selected F indicators show up in the output field and are prefaced with “F”.

The PTI M&E Guidebook (July 2010) mentions F indicators but only identifies the ones associated with media /
journalists. The Management Review Team found that one other F indicator was activated for the program:


F: Number of Local Mechanisms Supported with USG Assistance for Citizens to Engage their Sub‐national
Government

This indicator is available at the top of the drop down menu of outputs (before all the custom FTI Outputs). However, it
has not been selected for any grant and is therefore not tracked. It is an easy indicator, generally one grant is a target of
one.
The Management Review Team is not advocating for adding an extra indicator. It is, however, questioning how
OTI/Pakistan reports on the OP and PPR without this indicator. It is our understanding that every OTI program has to
select and use at least one F indicator to ease the annual OP and PPR reporting needs.
Recommendation 42: OTI/W should review the assumption that every program has to use at least one F indicator
and then provide the necessary guidance to all countries. This would include updating GrantWriting 101, changing the
help text in Access, updating the e‐Database training.
Recommendation 43: OTI/Pakistan (2 corners) reviews its reporting processes for the OP and PPR, consult with the
relevant program office, and determine if indeed this indicator (or other F indicator) would be useful.
Output Indicators
The M&E Handbook does not present a list of outputs. However, the document “Measuring Impact in OTI/Pakistan” lists
47 output indicators. The database has 52 that are being used, some that are not even in the document.
It is extremely unlikely that OTI uses all of these outputs in its reporting. Here are some examples:
 Number of feasibility studies conducted
 Number of grants served from pre‐positioned goods in warehouse
 Number of instances of GOP branding
 Number of people surveyed
 Number of surveys conducted
 Number of roads surveyed
Others are listed differently but must be the same, e.g.:
 Meters of pipe line for Drinking Water Supply System and Meters of pipeline for drinking water supply system
 Meters of road created or rehabilitated and Meters of road/street created or rehabilitated
 Meters of flood protection wall created or rehabilitated and Number of flood protection walls constructed
Extra indicators require extra time (decision on which ones to use during development, monitoring, reporting, and IMU
validation).
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Reco
ommendatio
on 44: Shorte
en the outputt list and make it clear (deefinitions) wh
hich will makke it simpler and more
efficiient for the grant
g
writers, independentt monitoring unit, M&E Of
Officers, and in
n the Final Evvaluation Rep
port. The
M&EE Team (consiisting of OTI and
a both IPs)) should re‐viisit and prioriitize the list, rrevise the M&
&E handbookk, and update
e
the a
available choiices in the da
atabase.

Com
mpliance Issues
Branding and
d Marking
USAID had an Octt 9, 2007 Bran
nding and Marking Waiver for USAID Asssistance in th
he FATA as paart of the USG
G FATA
Deveelopment Program. There are
a two aspects of this waaiver that are of note to th
his review:
1
1) The waive
er states that the Mission must review it “annually to see if the co
onditions thaat justifies it sstill exist.”
The waive
er was revoke
ed in Octoberr 2010.
2
2) The waive
er was applicaable to the FA
ATA Agencies and the Fronntier Regions only and nott to other partts of Pakistan
n
(includingg KP).
Waivver validity – Conditionss and Revoca
ation
The w
waiver may have been revvoked in writing by the Forrmer Mission Director in O
October 2010 (the MRT did
d not have
accesss to this lette
er and thereffore is using the term ‘mayy’ since SMT m
members difffered in their interpretatio
on of the
nts ($4.7m) through IOM ffor a total of
letter). Since then
n, OTI has cleaared 27 grantts ($1.4m) thrrough Creativve and 78 gran
105 ggrants ($6.1m
million). While
e the Mission may want to
o move towarrds more bran
nding, the braanding of the OTI program
will n
not be advisable for a num
mber of reason
ns. The most important off which is the fact that for the past threee years, the
objecctive of the program and the
t optic in which
w
it is
impleemented is under the nam
me of the GOP
P. The staff
preseent themselves as GOP and everyone on
o the
program uses the GOP logo on
n their business cards. At
G
this sstage, identifyying with US Government
funding
may undermine th
he trust that communitiess have
placeed in the stafff. A flip side, however,
h
is to
o maintain
that optic but say that the proggram is funde
ed by the
U.S. M
Many people
e in Pakistan know
k
that the
e U.S.
supp
ports the FATA
A Secretariat.
phic applicab
bility
Waivver geograp
OTI w
was first asked to expand into the otherr areas of
KP fo
ollowing the turmoil
t
in Swaat. As shown in the map,
grantts activities have spread out to the bord
der of KP,
well into the “setttled areas” orr districts. The
ese
curreently, program
mming is ending in many of
o these
areass (e.g., Swat) but continue
es in FY 2011 in
i areas
such as Malakand
d and Buner. Both
B
the Creaative task
order (FTI) and IOM’s CoAg havve national sccope. IOM
has h
had 78 activities, valued att $8.7m, whicch have
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activities outside of the FATA/Frontier Regions while Creative has had 284 ($12.9m). These include media programming,
Peshawar activities, and relief work. OTI/Pakistan acknowledges that the branding waiver does not apply outside of the
FATA Agencies and Frontier Regions.
Note that with while the final recommendation is beyond the scope of our management review, the MRT would like to
state that the program may not be in compliance in terms of branding and marking, something that is of concern to
Missions worldwide.
Recommendation 45: $27.7 million of OTI grants may not be in branding compliance. OTI/Washington should work
with the Country Team to address this problem at the earliest convenience.

Environmental Compliance
USAID has a June 2007 Initial Environmental Evaluation (IEE) for the FATA Development Program that OTI relies on (ANE
07‐40 PAKISTAN ETD SO10 FATA‐FDP). The Management Review team focused on the Environmental Compliance
Process because it was seen as a bottleneck in the activity cycle workflow. The process applies only to Creative (as
discussed in an earlier section on page 12), and the management team, led by the DCR, was actively working on un‐
blocking this bottleneck. There are two other issues that need to be addressed by OTI/Pakistan regarding environmental
compliance: 1) Process for IOM, and 2) Applicability of the 2007 IEE to areas outside FATA/ Frontier Regions (FRs).
Process for IOM
OTI acknowledges that the process is different for IOM than for Creative. This was first documented in the 2008
Management Review. IOM’s process for compliance with CFR 216 is internal based on their separate agreement as an
international organization with the Government of Pakistan and due to their status as a PIO with USAID. The key
difference is that IOM does not complete EDFs, does not get Mission Environmental Officer (MEO) approval for any
grant, and does not provide OTI with a copy of any documentation, per their activity cycle documentation. A document
entitled IOM FTI Environmental Mitigation Statement 2008 is available in eRooms under IOM CoAg folder. It explains the
process by which IOM will review and mitigate as needed.
Recommendation 46: Do IOM’s procedures comply with 216 CFR? If so, there should be a contractual amendment or
documentation for compliance.
Recommendation 47: Should OTI have more visibility on IOM’s internal forms and mitigation measures. How do we
know that IOM is complying? What evidence of compliance is IOM capturing in its grant files that OTI does not see?
Recommendation 48: IOM’s Environmental Mitigation Statement 2008 states that “Activities implemented under
the FTI program generally have not entailed works that have a significant negative environmental impact. However,
through the use of the attached forms, the program implementation team in conjunction with qualified engineers will
continue to analyze environmental impact of relevant interventions, and to identify any potential negative impacts
that may occur at all stages of the project / grant implementation process. In the latter event, and when the project is
a high community and Government priority, a fuller environmental assessment will be undertaken to ensure the
implementation of a relevant mitigation plan.” IOM told us that plans for large projects such as the Peshawar park
($800K) go back to Geneva for review by IOM HQ. However, there is no such scrutiny on the USG side. Does this
project warrant a more detailed review (of environmental impact) by OTI or the Mission?
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Geographic Applicability
OTI was first asked to expand into the other areas of KP following the turmoil in Swat. Per the maps, grants activities
have spread out to the border of KP, well into the “settled areas” or districts. Currently, programming is ending in many
of these areas (e.g., Swat) but continues in FY 2011 in areas such as Malakand and Buner. Both the Creative ask order
(FTI) and IOM’s CoAg have national scope. IOM even has a notional office in Karachi in its approved budget. IOM has had
78 activities, valued at $8.7m, which have activities outside of the FATA/Frontier Regions while Creative has had 284
($12.9m). [see map below]. These include media programming, Peshawar activities, and relief work.
This IEE is applicable to the FATA Agencies and the Frontier Regions only. It states “The assistance will focus on the seven
agencies that constitute FATA (Bajaur, Khyber, Khurram, Mohmand, North Waziristan, Orakzai, and South Waziristan)
and the adjacent Frontier Regions (FRs).” The 2007 IEE does not appear to apply to OTI operations outside of FATA
Agencies/FRs.
Recommendation 49: OTI should ensure that its IEE is applicable to any areas country‐wide where it intends to work.

Seeds
The program has provided approximately $700,000 in seeds, fertilizer, and tree seedlings through Creative and $450,000
through IOM. While the bulk of this assistance was a necessary response to the 2010 floods (FATAI060,I061, FRCK069,
MCHC125, 127, and ORAC121), some of it (FATAI010, MOHC033) is from 2008 and 2009 (BJRC033).
Seeds, fertilizer, and tree seedlings can be problematic for USAID assistance, as they require certain waivers and
approvals. Generally, OTI is able to handle these situations well, through proper advanced planning and by getting the
necessary approvals, waivers, or documentation from GC or OAA that nothing is needed. The DRAFT 2008 waiver cheat
sheet, available on eRooms at https://trauma.ofda.gov/eRoom/PO/ProgramOffice/0_921, identifies some of the
alternate routes. Each OTI contractor (and USAID Contracting Officer) interprets these issues with varying levels of
stringency and many OTI programs have had to deal with these issues on an ad‐hoc, non‐coordinated basis.
The MRT received different information about the approvals, some saying that it was approved by OAA, others by the
USDA in Islamabad. None of the relevant grant files that were reviewed had evidence of approvals outside of OTI.
Recommendation 50: OTI/P should determine what approvals were secured or are needed (if any) for seeds,
fertilizer and seedlings, and attach these to past and future grant clearance forms.
Recommendation 51: OTI/Washington (through the Program Office or ABC Team) should draw together best
practices and experiences and update the cheat sheet accordingly. This sheet should be distributed to all field teams
for additional input or insight before finalization and dissemination to OTI Teams.

Database Anomalies and Redundancies
While a review of the database was not part of the Management Team’s scope of work, we stumbled across some
database/grant anomalies as we were looking for answers to other questions. The bulleted list that follows is not
exhaustive, merely illustrative of the issues identified. Addressing some of these anomalies could result in the de‐
obligation of in grant funds for re‐use elsewhere.
Creative and IOM
1. Awardee – there is no grantee information in the database. The name, title, contact information, etc is blank. The
space for this information shows up on the Clearance Form and should be required before clearance. This is
troublesome because:
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a. The USAID Grants Under Contract policies state that (ADS 302.3.4.89b3) “USAID must be significantly
involved in establishing selection criteria and must approve the actual selection of grant recipients.” If OTI is
not seeing who the grantee is, they are not approving the selection.
b. Is there real accountability in terms of audits, terrorism certification, etc.? If the grants are all in‐kind, then
it is less problematic.
c. For some large grants (e.g., FATAC026, 27 and 34 (totaling $500K)), this is problematic. The grantee cannot
be “Communities of FATA and KPK” or “Communities of Peshawar”; there must be an accountable individual
named as the grantee, e.g. Mayor
d. IOM has awarded 5 sub‐grants, totaling $628K to IOM. Based on the descriptions provided, these should be
a GOP entity as the grantee
e. Livelihoods development program is a program not a grantee. This grant should be to the implementing
partner.
2. Awardee Type – The grantee type is not being applied consistently or in accordance with the Pakistan Database
Guidelines. The guidelines state “For any Awardee that is a community, pick “local FATA Indigenous Group”.
a. The databases have the following:
i. Agency Education Office – 4 grants
ii. Cooperative/Association – 1 (Cricket club)
iii. Education – 16 and Health ‐ 7. Education and Health should be sectors or themes, not grantee types.
The grantees are either NGOs, for‐profit firms, or GOP
iv. Host Gov – Local – 33+187 Some are communities,
v. Host Gov – National – 3+41. A couple of local GOP entities.
vi. Host Gov – Regional – 6+27. All FATA Secretariat, OK.
vii. Jirga – 448. All communities
viii. Local FATA Indigenous Group – 5 – 1 community, 2 sports teams, 1 GOP school, and the ‘vendors of
FATA’.
ix. Media – 8. Media should be a sector or theme, not a grantee type. The grantees are either NGOs,
for‐profit firms, or GOP
x. Other – 12.
Creative
1. In‐Kind or Cash – this is always an OTI debate. There are 16 grants listed as in‐kind. In our opinion, they are really in‐
kind even though there is a cash element. The key distinction is: Is a check for the grant amount (total or in
installments) being given to the listed grantee (e.g., Community of Swat or Civil Secretariat KPK) or is Creative paying
individuals (either cash for work or STTA)? The Database lists 16 cash grants, but perhaps only the one to Save the
Children and three to BEFARe might be true cash grants. This is important in terms of the risk during an audit /
terrorism issue.
2. Grant Scope – The Management Team noticed grants whose scope may not be within that of a typical OTI program,
or whose costs should be shared across each specific grant. These stood out because of the size of the grant or the
amount undisbursed when compared to the start and end date. Of course, each of these have their own history and
nuances, the MRT is only identifying them as examples where either funds can be released, or clarifications need to
be made.
a. BJRC182 – $200,000 grant for a technical, social, economic and financial feasibility study for a new town in
Bajour. Aside from the programmatic questions (why is OTI doing this, who will build the town, what
expectations are being raised), some management issues were raised:
i. The grantee type is host country government – national. Yet the Grantee listed is “Communities of
Khar” and the notes say that the consultancy firm is the grantee.
ii. The notes say that a bidding process will be held to select the firm. Yet there is no indication in the
notes that it was bid and a firm “AGEES consultant” appears in the notes as doing the work.
iii. There are no files in the eRoom other than the budget – no clearance form, EDF, bidding documents,
etc. The start date was 11/19/2010.
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3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

b. Warehousing projects, FATAC026 and 27.
i. Why did we do this and what was the material eventually used for?
ii. Each grant is $250,000 of which $200,000 is for material. However, the grant document and budget
do not specify what materials.
iii. Grants started in April 2010 but only $46K has been spent per the database and there is no
indication of what was bought.
iv. Dec 2010 Voucher shows in the grant disbursement summary that the net disbursed for FATAC027 is
$84,332.77 but the database (February 2011) shows $33,199.
v. HD cleared – who is that and is s/he the COTR? Who is the grantee and what was the justification for
exception to competition?
vi. These were transferred from FTI to PTI but the title is not consistent with the other transferred
grants.
Grant or STTA –The IPs have appropriately started using STTA Activities for items that are not grants. Two examples
of STTA activities are FATAC034 (Water quality testing) and FATAC038 (STTA Engineers). We had STTA observations
on three activities:
a. FATAC032 (Grant not STTA) – “The activity will fund media campaigns, plaques, foundation stones,
opening/closing ceremonies, project related events, materials to promote projects, and technical
assistance.” The grant started in October 2010 but no money has been disbursed. The grantee is
“Government of Pakistan”. If it is not working, why not de‐obligate and cancel.
i. Why aren’t the materials part of each specific grant?
ii. If it is really STTA or materials that cross‐cut multiple grants, then there should be a clear Awardee
(eg FATA Secretariat) as a grant, or should be STTA with the project as the awardee (and no external
recipient and no terrorist certification etc).
b. FATAC034 ‐ Water Quality testing. Marked as completed (12/2010). Appropriate use of STTA and if work is
completed, why are there no disbursements? Note that this may not be showing in Creative’s systems as a
non‐Grant TAP (STTA) because there is no entry in the pipeline..
c. FATAC038 – Engineers. $73K obligated but no disbursements. Re‐visit if it is not being used.
Potential De‐obligation of completed grants –
a. FATA 036 – flood response. $100K remaining. Was cleared in August.
b. FATA 037 – Generators. Completed in December. $40K remaining
M&E Grant
a. ORAC126 ‐ $1 cleared by Andrew in February 2011. For M&E Visit. Why is a grant needed to visit a project
that was closed under FTI and why is now $4,380 disbursed against a $1 obligation?
None of FATA grants are on the spreadsheet trackers given to OTI by Creative. This is because the spreadsheets are
linked to the Workplan. But do these grants get the scrutiny they need during implementation?
What is the “Indirect Cost” line item on UDIRC043 and UDIRC050? Indirect costs are only authorized for entities with
a NICRA.

IOM
1. Grant disbursements vs End Dates. Of course, each of these have their own history and nuances, the MRT is only
identifying them as examples where the relationship between grant amount, disbursed amount, status, and end
date were inconsistent.
a. KHYI115 – Construction of Jirga Hall, $102K, $0 disbursed. May‐Oct 2010. Status: Cleared
b. FATAI050 – Bridge funding to FS for CBP. $172K, Only $77K disbursed. Ends 2/28/2011
c. FATAI046 – Radio Stations. $214K, only $76K disbursed. Nov 2009‐July 2011
2. Who has the authority within OTI to clear large grants? Even if it is not part of the CoAg requirements, the TL or SLT
should be required to review large grants. Is it within OTI’s scope and manageable interest, what is the justification
for exception to competition and is it well written and signed?
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a. Note that OTI/P states that the CO did appro
ove these graants. If that is the case; theen the clearan
nce form
should not be signed by the AO
OTR, rather it should
s
be left
ft unsigned byy OTI and thee email/docum
ment from
OAA be
b attached instead.
b. FATAII022 – Park. $839K.
$
c. FATAII052 – PIPOS. $749K.
Reco
ommendation
n 52: SMT to
o re‐visit the list of award
dee types andd their definittions in the d
database as w
well as the use
e
of in‐‐kind vs cash,, and update the Databasse Guidelines accordingly.
Reco
ommendation
n 53: OTI/Pa
akistan to deevelop policiees for use of SSTTA, DDGS, a
and Training Activities per SWIFT III.
Conssult with OTI//Program Offfice.
Reco
ommendation
n 54: OTI/W
W (Program Office
O
and SLTT) to give guiddance for larg
ge grants oveer $250,000 u
under CoAg.
The g
guidance sho
ould include who
w clears, what
w
is review
wed, and whaat requiremen
nts for compeetition are neeeded for the
files before cleara
ance.
abase Redun
ndancies
Data
The p
program is making good use of the Dataabase for datta managemeent. However,, the review tteam found a couple of
areass for improve
ement that wo
ould require SMT
S
discussio
on and decisi on.
Custtom Fields
Pakisstan has activvated a number of custom fields, as desscribed brieflyy in the 2008 document “G
Guidelines Fo
or Entering
FDP‐GC Activities Into The Dataabase”. It is unclear
u
if this document haas been updaated since theen but it appeears to be
curreent based on the content of
o the database.
M&E Plan is an
a expanded
The M
version of the outtputs that are
e
captu
ured in the De
escription2 taab of
the d
database reco
ord. It appears
redundant. The Media
M
plans all
s
for all grants
g
appeear to be the same
acrosss an entire Agency
A
/ Distrrict.
Furth
her, these two
o fields do no
ot
show
w up on the grrant clearance
form.
The ““Field Visits/O
Other Reportss field
is fro
om the M&E officer
o
and is
appropriate. It could be entere
ed
nt note format but since th
hose are uploaaded from Exxcel, they cannot exceed 2
255 characters and
into tthe new gran
thereefore would not
n accommo
odate these re
eports. The Activity Notes (cont.) can b
be de‐activateed given the n
new Database
e
(verssion 4.x) way of handling grant notes.
Reco
ommendation
n 55: The SM
MT should deedicate a meeeting, with thhe database m
managers and M&E Officeers, to
revieewing the use
e of custom fiields in the Database and determine iff and how theey should be used. Updatee the
Data
abase Guideliines according
gly.
Rejected Grants
ejected grantss in the Datab
base. Howeve
er, only 12% hhave notes th
hat explain wh
hy they are reejected. For
Creattive has 74 re
manyy of the otherrs the grant appears,
a
from
m the notes, to
o be proceed ing well but is marked as rrejected. IOM
M has 8
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rejeccted grants, 50% of which have a clear explanation
e
as
a to why the grant was rejjected. All of IOM’s grantss are
follow
wing the Dataabase Guideliine of changin
ng the grant number
n
to ZXXXX####. IOM
M has also chaanged the number for all
(exceept 1) cancelled grant. Non
ne of Creative
e’s grant num
mbers have beeen changed. Note that the Managemeent Team is
not a
advocating for or against this
t proceduree, it is only ad
dvocating for compliance w
with OTI/Pakiistan’s docum
mented
proceedures.
Both IOM and Cre
eative appearr to be inconsistently applyying the criterria for cancelling or rejecting grants. Th
he Database
Guideline does no
ot present anyy customized criteria for Pakistan.
P
In thhe absence off such criteriaa, the standarrd OTI criteria
a
r
if noo money was d
disbursed. IO
OM has 38 can
ncelled
statees that a grantt is cancelled if money was disbursed, rejected
grantts, only 7 of which
w
had mo
oney disburse
ed. Creative has 13 of 36.
Reco
ommendation
n 56: SMT sh
hould re‐visitt the criteria and databas e rules for Reejected and C
Cancelled. Theese have to
be do
ocumented in
n the Database guideliness if different from
f
the OTI standard. Th
he SMT should
d determine if these are
retro
oactive or nott.

eRo
ooms
OTI/P
Pakistan aske
ed the review team for anyy recommend
dations on hoow to better u
use available ttools. In addition to
recom
mmendationss made in oth
her parts of th
his documentt, one thing iss clear. Inform
mation managgement requiires a
concerted effort. The P drive in
n Islamabad, in Washingto
on, and eRoom
ms each contain different types of information and
not eeveryone has access to eve
erything. Furtthermore, eRooms requirees re‐organizaation if it is to
o remain a priimary storage
e
5
room
m.
MRT has the following observaations on use of eRooms. These
T
would aalso apply to future software packagess that will
replaace eRooms.
1
1) Access – All
A folders sho
ould be accesssible to all OTTI staff. This iis consistent w
with other co
ountry prograam eRooms.
Exception
ns should be made
m
for onlyy sensitive infformation. Thhe review team noticed that certain items were
hidden. These included
d the strategies/workplanss and even thhe IP contractt/CoAg modiffications. Wheen we were
added to the OTI‐Pakisstan eRoom group,
g
the pro
oblem was onnly partially so
olved. OTI/W
Washington made a
subsequent change thaat gave us full access in we
eek 2 of the rreview. It is im
mportant thatt this not affeect other
review teaams or bullpe
enners who may
m not know
w that they ca n’t see someething. Examp
ples of the resstricted
access forr MRT membe
ers are shown
n below

No
N access

5

Notte that field sttaff do not haave access to the Washinggton P drive.
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2
2) Organizattion – the eRo
ooms are
extremelyy inefficientlyy organized an
nd
thatt
results in a significant waste
w
of time
e. For
M’s
example, the modificattions for IOM
CoAg are in the folder Washington P
mplementing Partners
P
/ IOM
M
drive / Im
instead off in the folderr IOM (which is
parallel to
o the Washinggton P Drive
folder). Similarly, the BEFARe
B
Lessons
Learned reports are un
nder Resource
es / M&E / IM
MU Reports, nnot under thee primary BEFFARe folder (w
which does
exist). Lasstly, BEFARe’ss evaluation reports should
d be in the offficial eRoom grant file insttead of under Resources /
M&E. MR
RT was unable
e to find a BEFFARe report for
f a specific ggrant becausee the eRooms is organized
d as shown in
the figure
e. IOM also indicated that it
i has submittted many ‘nootes to the filee’ that explain
n important d
decisions. The
e
Managem
ment Review Team
T
could not find these important doocuments in eeRooms. Mem
mbers of the SMT also
expressed
d frustration with
w the orgaanization of th
he eRooms.
Reco
ommendation
n 57: OTI sh
hould review access
a
rights to and organnization of eR
Rooms and ree‐organize th
he room as
apprropriate. This would need to be done before
b
migrattion to a new
w system.

Oth
her Issuess (Not in Scope
S
of Work)
W
IP S
Suggestion
ns
The IPs are generaally very satissfied with the
eir relationships with OTI aand with one another. Sevveral issues caame up
which, though nott in the MRT’s scope of wo
ork, are important enoughh to the progrram that theyy are included
d in this
report.
Takiing the time
e to “See the Forest thro
ough the Tre
ees”
Several of the SMT from both IPs
I mentioned that they are always so busy addresssing small, tacctical issues (ssuch as EDF
or wo
orkplan delayys, or specific grants) that there
t
is little time to focuss on the big p
picture – the aaims and objeectives of the
e
program, progress to‐date, chaanging the strrategic focus, etc. One surrvey comment suggested ““Monthly or q
quarterly
coord
dination mee
etings for expe
erience sharing. This will bring
b
the proggram staff on
n the same griid.”
Reco
ommendation
n 58: The CR
R could hold a monthly ‘m
mini‐SRS’ wheere the IPs can
n put the sma
aller issues asside and
focuss on the bigger picture.
Repo
orting – Editting and Forrmatting
As th
he MRT saw on
o many previous reviews, staff from bo
oth IPs menti oned that OTTI required neearly perfect English across
all paarts of the graant documents, including FERs,
F
which required
r
a goood deal of expatriate stafff time. Also, ssome staff we
e
interviewed noted
d that OTI oftten requests reports
r
ad‐ho
oc, and then aasks the partn
ners to re‐forrmat them, so
ometimes
severral times.
Reco
ommendation
n 59: Most OTI
O programss only requiree that the graant summaryy section be p
perfectly written. OTI/P
and W should dettermine whatt sections of reports
r
are seeen by outsidders (Congresss, etc.) and o
only require tthose sections
to bee perfect. If additional
a
secctions are sen
nt out on an ad
a hoc basis, OTI/W program staff can
n edit the doccuments at
that time. Likewisse, OTI should
d carefully weigh
w
the staff
ff time require
red to create, format and rre‐format rep
ports and
makee requests sp
paringly.
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The
e Use of Bu
ullpennerss
The M
MRT was not specifically asked to look at the use of bullpen stafff by OTI/P. Ho
owever, the M
Managementt Review
Team
m was asked about
a
total op
perating costss, and therefo
ore determin ed that thesee include use of OTI bullpeenners.
Theree is no easy way
w to chart bullpen
b
usage
e over time otther than rev iewing each m
monthly bullp
pen schedule located in
the O
OTI/Washingtton P drive. Further,
F
OTI fiield teams do
o not even ha ve access this file if they w
wanted to do their own
analyysis. The inforrmation prese
ented here is not a scientiffic review of bullpen usage, but rather rough estimaates that give
a sen
nse of how much money iss being spent on additional staff costs(bbullpen staff),, most of which is being ussed to close
out ggrants. Given
n that most bu
ullpenners are
e GS 13 or 14
4s, we assumeed a mid‐leveel 13 (annualized salary of
approximately $105,000) to calculate costs.. This is a low
w estimate ass it is just assu
uming base salary, and no
ot extra
erential, dangger, etc. whic h for program
ms such as Paakistan is extremely high).
beneefits earned during TDY staays (post‐diffe
In thee last six mon
nths of 2010, OTI/P employed approxim
mately 160 daays of bullpen
nners. Seventty of these daays were for
coverage needs (A
Acting CR and
d DCR) and the other 90 daays were ‘virttual’ Pakistan days, which the MRT pressumed to
mean
n bullpennerss were workin
ng on grant cllose out. The
erefore, approoximately $644,000 was spent in the passt six months
on bu
ullpenners in Pakistan whiile $36,000 was
w spent on having
h
bullpe nners work frrom home to
o close grants.
Reco
ommendation
n 60: Oti/W
W/Field Progra
ams Division should comee up with a w
way to capturee bullpen cossts by country
y
prog
grams so coun
ntry program
ms are more co
onscious of sttaffing resouurces/costs.

Pre‐Yellow Liighting
Creattive requires a number of steps – includ
ding a commu
unity meetingg and drawing up site plan
ns – before a grant idea is
subm
mitted for Yelllow Lighting. This constitu
utes a good deal of work a nd raises thee community’s expectation
ns if the
projeect is not YL. Currently, the grants that are YL do not have many substantive q
questions from OTI/P. Since most of
the p
projects are re
elatively straiightforward, perhaps OTI//P could YL orr reject projecct ideas on th
he basis of thee type of
projeect, the appro
oximate cost, the location and a brief overview of w hy the projecct would help
p. SMT may w
want to accept
YL ideas based on the project type,
t
location
n and brief ovverview of whhy it’s importaant. Commun
nity meetingss and project
draw
wings could be
e submitted once
o
the proje
ect is Yellow Lit.
Reco
ommendation
n 61: SMT sh
hould review
w the steps neeeded before a yellow ligh
ht and determ
mine if this pa
art of the
activvity cycle can be streamlin
ned to avoid raising
r
comm
munity expecttations.

Futu
ure Financcial Manag
gement Re
eviews
The M
Managementt Review Team
m’s scope of work,
w
which was
w received one week
before the MRT’s arrival in Islamabad, included:
“Financiall managemen
nt specifically related to fin
nancial reportting and
analysis, program
p
pipe
eline, commitment and burn rates, and grants versuss
operation
ns costs. On ops
o costs, dettailed analysiss of the majo r cost
categories and the reasonableness of actual and
d planned cossts relative to
program objectives
o
and targets, the
e operating environment, and the
anticipate
ed level of OTTI funding in the next 2‐3 years.
y
If possiible, some
conclusions on what iss an appropriaate grants/op
ps ratio for th e program, i.e.
he cost of doin
ng business in
n the FATA?”
what is th
h
appeared in several OTI
O recommendations starrting with thee May 2009 PPR and echoeed in the 2010
0
These questions have
ot currently hhave the toolss or the staff expertise to address. The
PPR. It is an imporrtant question but one thaat OTI does no
base is not a financial man
nagement too
ol, as shown in the box fro m the COMPAS.
datab
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Reco
ommendation
n 62: OTI/W
W should first evaluate all recent manaagement revieews, PPRs, an
nd AERs to seee if the need
d
for fiinancial management revviews is increa
asing. Based on this, OTI//W should dettermine wheether it wantss to outsource
e
thesee type of reviiews to a proffessional firm
m, or to do these type of reeviews in‐hou
use. If outsou
urcing is the w
way to go,
OTI sshould confirm
m the approa
ach with OAA
A, review the GSA schedulles and find th
hree optimall firms, createe a scope of
workk template, and allow Cou
untry Teams to
t customize the SOW andd buy into tha
at option. If O
OTI wants to keep the
serviice in‐house, it needs to de
evelop the to
ools and provvide the trainiing for staff. As stated in the COMPASS (see box),
the d
database is no
ot an accoun
nting system and
a many of the charts annd analysis d
done during th
his Pakistan rreview could
not b
be done with only the data
abase.
If OTTI/W does want to do more
e of these typ
pe of reviews,, it should usee the method
dology used b
by this review
w team as a
marized below.
foundation to devvelop a more relevant and suitable metthodology. Thhe MRT’s approach is summ

Review Parrtner:
•Official Budge
et
•Working budggets
•Pipelines
•Vouchers
ol Sheet
•Funds Contro
•OTI Costs

Review
Staffing

Fundiing

FFactor

•Prior
obligaations
•Expeccted future
$$$

• Ground realities
• USG policies
• Activity Cycle
Bottlenecks

Revieew DB:

•OTI and IPs
•STTA
•In grants

•Comm
mitments
•Disbu
ursements
•De‐ob
bligations
•Amen
ndments
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Annex A: Full List of Recommendations
Recommendation 1: OTI/P should meet with USAID and the Consul General in Peshawar to discuss creating a new
work plan process. Given that the current process is resulting in such lengthy delays, OTI/P should work with the CG to
develop the broadest, most flexible plan that the CG will accept. Then, OTI/P can work more closely with the IPs to
refine the work plan with the IPs so that it is both detailed enough to guide program planning while being flexible
enough to respond to changing needs without a lengthy approval process. ........................................................................ 6
Recommendation 2: In order to speed‐up approval of the work plan by the CG, OTI/P should meet IPs frequently
throughout the work plan development process to ensure that USG priorities are being transmitted to the IPs and that
the CG agrees with the strategies suggested by the MRT rather than ultimately significantly altering the work plan. ........ 6
Recommendation 3: In order to make the work plan a living document and to ensure that IPs have the resources to
complete the objectives outlined therein, IPs should be required to submit ops plans with the work plans which would
only require OTI approval. IPs would then report against the progress on the work plan at regular intervals (decided in
discussions between OTI/P and the IPs) The ops plan should include: Security constraints; Staff resources, offices,
vehicles etc.; Past performance (number and amount of grants targeted and actual in last period, average size); # of
estimated grants needed to be completed based on past performance (is it possible?); Average size of grants; Type of
grant by sector.
6
Recommendation 4: The work plan currently lists Districts, Agencies and Frontier Regions by dollars allocated to each.
Therefore, places like South Waziristan, which are of high strategic priority but are extremely difficult places to operate,
are at the bottom of the list. The work plan should also have a column listing the areas in order of strategic importance.
6
Recommendation 5: OTI: In a difficult funding environment, where Creative is halving its expat presence, reducing its
HCN staff and closing offices (Hangu and FR Kohat), the MRT questions OTI committing nearly $500,000 to increase its
staff. The team recommends freezing the Operations Manager position and not paying for a percentage of the Regional
Advisor. Also, as the MRT did not speak about these positions to OTI staff (they were noted in the 2011 budget), the
MRT wondered how this regional advisor differed from the regional advisor currently in Bangkok? .................................. 8
Recommendation 6: Creative has cut its staff by nearly 20% (program‐wide) over the past several months, and staffing
levels now seem appropriate. Further reductions in HCN staff will not significantly help trim costs from the budget and
risk further damaging staff morale and will cut into efforts to implement new processes and procedures. The reduction
of expatriate staff in the next several months from eight to four is appropriate and timely and should proceed as
planned.
8
Recommendation 7: If OTI has not yet done this, OTI should ask Creative to breakdown security costs further in its
vouchers in order to determine if the costs are appropriate. (See Recommendation 24: .................................................... 8
Recommendation 8:

IOM: Hold the staffing pattern at current levels for IOM. ................................................................ 8
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Recommendation 9:

Hold both IPs’ staffing levels in Peshawar at present levels. ............................................................. 9

Recommendation 10: Creative and IOM: Both IPs’ have a sound staffing structure for field teams. Positions cannot be
cut from field teams without damaging the team’s ability to implement grants. Instead, when the funding picture
becomes clearer, whole teams should be eliminated and offices closed as necessary according to OTI guidance. The cost
of moving teams to new areas is minimal since there is little make‐ready costs and in general PTI does not pay rent since
they are in the GOP PA or DC compounds. In the case that additional funds become available, according to both Sr.
Management and staff, existing field teams could implement more projects with almost the same staffing structure
(with an additional engineer or two) and additional vehicles. ............................................................................................. 10
Recommendation 11: Creative and IOM SMT should compare salary scales for HCNs, compare them to other similar
programs in Pakistan, and work to resolve any large discrepancies. This is extremely important before deciding on
whether to reduce to one partner as discussed elsewhere in this report. .......................................................................... 11
Recommendation 12:

OTI should support adjustments to salary scales if required by working with the IP and OAA. ... 11

Recommendation 13: OTI can assist both partners to access the online electronic survey tool and OTI, IOM, and
Creative should conduct periodic surveys to elicit feedback and suggestions from their staff ........................................... 11
Recommendation 14: Given this disconnect between staff, who would like letters of recognition/appreciation from
IOM and to use IOM’s respected name on their CVs, IOM could provide sample text for CVs and a sample letter to show
employees that IOM will write them a letter of verification of employment. ..................................................................... 11
Recommendation 15: OTI should encourage and facilitate additional trainings for other program and support staff, (i.e.
give staff time to go on retreats, support STTA trainer costs, and attend trainings), would help boost morale levels by
staff who feel unappreciated. ............................................................................................................................................... 12
Recommendation 16: The Management Review team presents several options for OTI’s consideration to address the
EDF bottleneck. These recommendations are not mutually exclusive. ................................................................................ 13
Recommendation 17: Until a new IEE is ready, get clarity in writing from the MEO or DCHA MEO that Categorical
Exclusion grants do not need to be submitted to USAID. In other OTI programs, they are signed by the Chief of Party for
the grant file. The new IEE should include similar language. ............................................................................................... 13
Recommendation 18: Creative and IOM should begin writing mitigation measures into the sub‐contract, providing a
budget as needed, and monitoring compliance through the various monitoring entities that currently monitor the
project. This should include the OTI M&E staff. ................................................................................................................... 13
Recommendation 19: Institute “automatic” No‐Cost Extensions when grants are taken off hold. This would require an
email from the IP to the DCR notifying him/her that the hold is being lifted. The DCR’s acknowledgement would then
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constitute an automatic approval thus obviating the need for the IP to write a memo explaining the reason for the delay
and for signed clearance by the DCR. ................................................................................................................................... 13
Recommendation 20: Create a new database field that tracks project holds. This new field would track the reasons for
suspension of projects and count the number of days work is suspended so that the IP/OTI can analyze reasons for
delay. This will then feed back into the creation of future work plans – for example, if there are many grants which are
delayed in South Waziristan due to security, then IPs/OTI can reduce the number of activities planned there in the next
work plan.
14
Recommendation 21: OTI/P should review its current system of grant closures and decide whether it should continue
with the current system – with OTI staff thoroughly reviewing each grant – or return to the prior system whereby the CR
verified that the required documentation was submitted by the IP. Each system has pros and cons. .............................. 14
Recommendation 22: OTI/W should clarify/expand its grant close‐out procedures in the manual and disseminate to
OTI programs worldwide. ..................................................................................................................................................... 15
Recommendation 23: OTI/W should discuss, as part of the handover/exit discussion that is presented elsewhere,
whether OTI can work in an environment where every incremental funding (including the one presented above) requires
Mission Director, Ambassador and Special Envoy approval. ................................................................................................ 16
Recommendation 24: OTI should track all voucher questions and save them on eRooms for access by all field staff,
bullpen and Washington. Given the interest of the field team in costs and analyses, OTI may want to discuss vouchers,
pipelines, and budgets monthly in 2‐corner calls. ................................................................................................................ 16
Recommendation 25: OTI/W and OTI/Pakistan analyze their reporting needs and determine the simplest arrangement
of the PFCS that suits their needs. This should be applied to both IPs. These changes should be documented. ................ 17
Recommendation 26: OTI/W should provide guidance to all countries on pros and cons and decisions points that must
be used before determining how to set up a PFCS. .............................................................................................................. 17
Recommendation 27: The SLT should direct a serious look at the Program Funds Control Sheet (PFCS) issues, pipelines,
and guidance. This issue lingers with OTI and will not go away without new guidance for COTRs, CRs and IPs, a new
pipeline (to be approved with OAA), and new language for future task orders. ................................................................. 18
Recommendation 28: OTI/P should work closely with Creative to resolve the difference and make the necessary
adjustment. This might mean revising the PFCS or the pipeline. If necessary, Creative should submit a revised ‘internal’
pipeline for OTI with the agreed upon number and then use that number in future planning documents. ....................... 18
Recommendation 29: The team was not able to determine where the guidance to commit at $1.5m and disburse at
$1m/month came from; nonetheless, a technical guidance memo from the AOTR and COTR should be used to debunk
the myth and require IPs to keep disbursement rates up. ................................................................................................... 20
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Recommendation 30: At regular SMT meetings, the assigned lead should bring a copy of the two database reports –
over‐disbursements and de‐obligations. These should be discussed and resolved by each relevant partner before the
next meeting.
21
Recommendation 31: OTI’s AOTR should instruct IOM to de‐obligate remaining funds in completed grants that are
sent to OTI for closing. IOM only sends grants for closing once IOM is satisfied that all financials are completed. This is
consistent with Creative’s approach. (Refer to Recommendation 21: for a different discussion on pending close‐outs). . 21
Recommendation 32: OTI/P (both corners) should either track and refer to both ratios (Disbursements and
Commitments), or be specific when discussing a ratio with a partner or with OTI/W. The time period of any ratio should
be clear when it is discussed. We suggest that OTI/W update the voucher tracker to include grant clearances (as well as
disbursements) and keep the master version of this spreadsheet in eRooms for both corners to refer to. ....................... 21
Recommendation 33: OTI has to make some hard decisions before December 2011 or before FY 2012 funds are
obligated, whichever is sooner. OTI should convene a senior OTI and USAID/Pakistan workshop to strategize on the way
forward. If an OTI mechanism is still relevant, decisions will have to be made as to: One partner or two given the amount
of funding projected. One partner means lower operating costs (overhead and central staff). Two partners gives more
flexibility and ability to ramp up. However, with less funding in the horizon, this is probably not worth the extra
maintenance costs. Once that decision is made, OTI can then determine which approach to take (which partner, extend
agreement, or new agreement). ........................................................................................................................................... 23
Recommendation 34: Each IP has developed its procedures over time and continues to experiment where appropriate.
Each has good reasons and justifications for their individual approach. Therefore, OTI should not involve itself in these
decisions. Rather, OTI should track disbursements against obligations and grant delays due to procurement. ................ 26
Recommendation 35: OTI/Pakistan should work with OTI’s database team to find a way of capturing the type of sub‐
contract(s) for each grant in a quantitative way for each grant. For example, a database query should show the number
of grants that had 1, 2, or 3 sub‐contracts/purchase orders. ............................................................................................... 26
Recommendation 36: While there is a good working relationship between the two IPs, there does not seem to be
enough dialogue between them. This is because partners told us that they do not want to be seen as “ganging up behind
OTI’s back”. OTI should encourage more dialogue between the IPs, either at the SMT meetings or elsewhere. Each IP
should be asked to present 1‐2 best practices or lessons learned on different topics, including procurement, at SMT
meetings.
26
Recommendation 37: OTI/Pakistan should discuss this with both IPs and take necessary steps to facilitate the
approvals. If approvals are required, both IPs may want to consider ceiling notifications for each contractor that is used
on a regular basis. For example, if Contractor ABC is used in Bajaur or vendor XYZ for pipes, the IP could request OAA
concurrence for Services from ABC and pipes from XYZ up to $1,000,000 (or whatever is reasonable) over the life of the
project. This approach will require some assistance from OTI/Washington but is not unusual for OTI programs. ............ 26
Recommendation 38: IMU reports (as well as reports from OTI’s M&E staff) should be a part of the grant file on
eRooms and also entered into the database. ....................................................................................................................... 27
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Recommendation 39:
BEFARe.

Review the most efficient way for putting together the grant packets every month in time for
27

Recommendation 40: BEFARe should aim to visit a random sampling of all projects (rather than each project). OTI
should work with IPs to determine a realistic sample size. .................................................................................................. 27
Recommendation 41: Recommendation: The FERs should not repeat the background information that is already
included in the CSV
27
Recommendation 42: OTI/W should review the assumption that every program has to use at least one F indicator and
then provide the necessary guidance to all countries. This would include updating GrantWriting 101, changing the help
text in Access, updating the e‐Database training. ................................................................................................................ 28
Recommendation 43: OTI/Pakistan (2 corners) reviews its reporting processes for the OP and PPR, consult with the
relevant program office, and determine if indeed this indicator (or other F indicator) would be useful. ........................... 28
Recommendation 44: Shorten the output list and make it clear (definitions) which will make it simpler and more
efficient for the grant writers, independent monitoring unit, M&E Officers, and in the Final Evaluation Report. The M&E
Team (consisting of OTI and both IPs) should re‐visit and prioritize the list, revise the M&E handbook, and update the
available choices in the database. ........................................................................................................................................ 29
Recommendation 45: $27.7 million of OTI grants may not be in branding compliance. OTI/Washington should work
with the Country Team to address this problem at the earliest convenience. .................................................................... 30
Recommendation 46: Do IOM’s procedures comply with 216 CFR? If so, there should be a contractual amendment or
documentation for compliance. ........................................................................................................................................... 30
Recommendation 47: Should OTI have more visibility on IOM’s internal forms and mitigation measures. How do we
know that IOM is complying? What evidence of compliance is IOM capturing in its grant files that OTI does not see? .... 30
Recommendation 48: IOM’s Environmental Mitigation Statement 2008 states that “Activities implemented under the
FTI program generally have not entailed works that have a significant negative environmental impact. However, through
the use of the attached forms, the program implementation team in conjunction with qualified engineers will continue
to analyze environmental impact of relevant interventions, and to identify any potential negative impacts that may
occur at all stages of the project / grant implementation process. In the latter event, and when the project is a high
community and Government priority, a fuller environmental assessment will be undertaken to ensure the
implementation of a relevant mitigation plan.” IOM told us that plans for large projects such as the Peshawar park
($800K) go back to Geneva for review by IOM HQ. However, there is no such scrutiny on the USG side. Does this project
warrant a more detailed review (of environmental impact) by OTI or the Mission? ........................................................... 30
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Recommendation 49:

OTI should ensure that its IEE is applicable to any areas country‐wide where it intends to work.
31

Recommendation 50: OTI/P should determine what approvals were secured or are needed (if any) for seeds, fertilizer
and seedlings, and attach these to past and future grant clearance forms. ........................................................................ 31
Recommendation 51: OTI/Washington (through the Program Office or ABC Team) should draw together best practices
and experiences and update the cheat sheet accordingly. This sheet should be distributed to all field teams for additional
input or insight before finalization and dissemination to OTI Teams................................................................................... 31
Recommendation 52: SMT to re‐visit the list of awardee types and their definitions in the database as well as the use
of in‐kind vs cash, and update the Database Guidelines accordingly................................................................................... 34
Recommendation 53: OTI/Pakistan to develop policies for use of STTA, DDGS, and Training Activities per SWIFT III.
Consult with OTI/Program Office. ......................................................................................................................................... 34
Recommendation 54: OTI/W (Program Office and SLT) to give guidance for large grants over $250,000 under CoAg. The
guidance should include who clears, what is reviewed, and what requirements for competition are needed for the files
before clearance.
34
Recommendation 55: The SMT should dedicate a meeting, with the database managers and M&E Officers, to
reviewing the use of custom fields in the Database and determine if and how they should be used. Update the Database
Guidelines accordingly. 34
Recommendation 56: SMT should re‐visit the criteria and database rules for Rejected and Cancelled. These have to be
documented in the Database guidelines if different from the OTI standard. The SMT should determine if these are
retroactive or not.
35
Recommendation 57: OTI should review access rights to and organization of eRooms and re‐organize the room as
appropriate. This would need to be done before migration to a new system. .................................................................... 36
Recommendation 58: The CR could hold a monthly ‘mini‐SRS’ where the IPs can put the smaller issues aside and focus
on the bigger picture. 36
Recommendation 59: Most OTI programs only require that the grant summary section be perfectly written. OTI/P and
W should determine what sections of reports are seen by outsiders (Congress, etc.) and only require those sections to
be perfect. If additional sections are sent out on an ad hoc basis, OTI/W program staff can edit the documents at that
time. Likewise, OTI should carefully weigh the staff time required to create, format and re‐format reports and make
requests sparingly.
36
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Recommendation 60: Oti/W/Field Programs Division should come up with a way to capture bullpen costs by country
programs so country programs are more conscious of staffing resources/costs. ............................................................... 37
Recommendation 61: SMT should review the steps needed before a yellow light and determine if this part of the
activity cycle can be streamlined to avoid raising community expectations. ...................................................................... 37
Recommendation 62: OTI/W should first evaluate all recent management reviews, PPRs, and AERs to see if the need
for financial management reviews is increasing. Based on this, OTI/W should determine whether it wants to outsource
these type of reviews to a professional firm, or to do these type of reviews in‐house. If outsourcing is the way to go, OTI
should confirm the approach with OAA, review the GSA schedules and find three optimal firms, create a scope of work
template, and allow Country Teams to customize the SOW and buy into that option. If OTI wants to keep the service in‐
house, it needs to develop the tools and provide the training for staff. As stated in the COMPAS (see box), the database
is not an accounting system and many of the charts and analysis done during this Pakistan review could not be done
with only the database. 38
Recommendation 63: Creative has done a great job in reducing its operating costs and documenting these costs in
various submissions (pipelines, budget notes, and emails). OTI/W should capture these in one document and track
against actuals over the rest of CY 2011 to see if the cost savings are indeed realized....................................................... 52
Recommendation 64: OTI should incrementally fund Creative with available FY 2010 ESF Carry Over funds, which are
already in OTI’s OYB and available in TOMAS for obligation. This must be done immediately in order to avoid further
reducing the work plan targets for the field teams and contributing to their uncertainty as discussed in the staffing
section. OTI should also re‐visit the need to getting Mission Director and Ambassador approval to obligate 2010 funds
that have already been rolled down to OTI. ......................................................................................................................... 52
Recommendation 65: OTI/Islamabad has indicated that they will request early release of the FY 2011 funds; this
process should commence immediately and be put on high priority, with additional support from OTI/W as needed. ... 53
Recommendation 66: The Pakistan team should review average de‐obligations in June 2011 to ensure that they are in
the acceptable range of <10%. ............................................................................................................................................. 53
Recommendation 67: Because of the delays in EDF approval, many grants that have these embedded costs have not
officially been cleared (eg UDIRC043). Creative should update those grant budgets to be consistent with this new
approach.
55
Recommendation 68: OTI/W should request the details of the invoiced security costs which appear as one‐line items
on the voucher. OTI/W should initiate dialogue with Creative/W on these costs if necessary. .......................................... 55
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Annex B: SOW
OTI/PAKISTAN MANAGEMENT REVIEW
FEBRUARY 14 – MARCH 2, 2011 ‐ SCOPE OF WORK VERSION 2.0
BACKGROUND
In November 2007, USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives (OTI) launched a program in Pakistan’s Federally Administered
Tribal Areas (FATA), later expanding into Khyber‐Pakhtunkhwa (KP), previously known as the NWFP. The OTI program is
a critical step in support of the Government of Pakistan’s (GOP) renewed efforts to better integrate FATA into Pakistan’s
political and economic mainstream. These efforts play a key role in the larger U.S. Government/GOP stabilization
strategy, using projects as both incentives to clear areas of militants and in return for communities’ commitment to
defend against militancy.
OTI/Pakistan works through three Implementing Partners (IP): Creative Associates, International Organization for
Migration (IOM), and Internews. A fourth partner, BEFARe, conducts third party monitoring of the program.
OBJECTIVE
The management review team, consisting of Karen Hirschfeld ‐ Transition Program Advisor; and Galeeb Kachra – OTI
Kenya Deputy Country Representative; are tasked with conducting a Management Review for the OTI/Pakistan Program
from February 14 – March 2, 2011.
As recommended by the Program Performance Review (PPR) in September 2010, the Management Review of
OTI/Pakistan will focus on IP operations and finances, particularly in light of the change in OTI/Pakistan’s business model
and fluid funding base. The internal review will assess IP structures and costs, conduct financial planning, and analyze
Creative’s in‐kind implementation mechanism versus IOM’s sub‐contracting mechanism. The review will provide
additional information to OTI/Pakistan to better plan for future operations in light of USAID/Pakistan and U.S. Embassy
expectations and resources. It will also provide IPs with further guidance from OTI/Pakistan regarding expectations and
operational decision making.
SCOPE OF WORK
 Request documentation from IPs ahead of review, including current budgets, vouchers, pipelines, financial analyses,
staffing structures, and key questions/challenges from IP perspective. These documents should be available to the
MRT at least two days prior to arrival in country.
 Interview key stakeholders involved with OTI/Pakistan in Pakistan and Washington, DC.
 Brief OTI/Pakistan and SMT prior to departure.
 Final report to document major findings/recommendations to be submitted to OTI/Pakistan by March 4, 2011,
integrating feedback from SMT readout.
 Focus areas for the management review are as follows:
o Financial management specifically related to financial reporting and analysis, program pipeline,
committment and burn rates, and grants versus operations costs. On ops costs, detailed analysis of the
major cost categories and the reasonableness of actual and planned costs relative to program objectives and
targets, the operating environment, and the anticipated level of OTI funding in the next 2‐3 years. If
possible, some conclusions on what is an appropriate grants/ops ratio for the program, i.e. what is the cost
of doing business in the FATA?
o Overall status/adequacy/appropriateness of IP staffing patterns (local and expat), with special attention to
newer staff members. Recommendations on which, if any, expat positions can be nationalized, clarity on
the role of the large Peshawar offices, and analysis of the staffing and cost structure of the various field
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o

o

offices, including significant variations and correlations with performance, and whether or not some
consolidation of offices would be possible and desirable.
Analysis of implementation mechanisms comparing methods, efficiency, and effectiveness between Creative
Associates and IOM with a specific focus on in‐kind procurement as practiced by Creative Associates, versus
sub‐contracting as practiced by IOM.
Activity cycle workflow review to examine whether there are correctible bottlenecks, deficiencies in the
control environment, and an appropriate level of effort on the part of the partners and OTI at each stage of
the process. Taking into account organizational and contractual differences between the two partners, how
similar is their internal workflow, and are their any best practices that should be shared between them?
Given the “quick impact” nature of the program, special attention should be paid to whether or not the
standard OTI Pakistan projects, such as water systems, are being executed in a timely manner

Note that the management review will not focus on Monitoring and Evaluation (other than looking at the cost
and staffing structures). Nor will it focus on the roles and responsibilities of OTI’s 2‐corners.
INTERVIEWS & REVIEW METHODOLOGY
The management review team will undertake a series of in‐person interviews in Islamabad from February 15, 2011. The
management review team will work closely with the OTI/Pakistan team to draft and compile the report. Management
review team members will participate in as many of the review interviews as possible together. A tentative list was
provided to the management review team. These interviews will provide the bulk of the specific observations and
suggestions in the management review report.
The management review team will also engage in regularly scheduled meetings and other real‐time processes, with
opportunity to observe OTI/Pakistan management systems in action, including the following:


Active participation by management review team members in the regular OTI/Pakistan program management
meetings:
 Active participation in on‐going project management and review processes related to projects, enabling real
time exposure to approach and decision making processes.
LEVEL OF EFFORT (LOE)
A total of nineteen (19) days LOE is required for this assignment. This LOE is broken down as follows:
 2 days preparation including drafting interview questions, consultations with other OTI staff in Pakistan and
Washington, DC if necessary, reviewing past management reviews, and review planning (before February 15).
 12 days conducting interviews and consultations in Pakistan (February 15 – March 1) (Note: Jason Aplon will
depart February 26, 2011)
 2 write‐up (March 1/2) and 2 follow‐up days to finalize management review report (March 3/4). Additional days
may be requested to complete final write up.
 1/2/3 travel days to and from Pakistan (February 13/14/15 and February 25/March 1).
The management review team is authorized to undertake a six day work week.
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Annex C: List of Interviewees
Organization

Name

Position

Creative

Group Interview

DCOP/Ops, DCOP/Implementation, PSU Manager, M&E
Coordinator, Director of Engineering

Wasim Anwar and Abdullah Khan

Procurement Officers

Sarwat Jahan

Director of Grants & Database Director

Tom Tanguis

DCOP/Implementation

Jen Divis

PSU Manager

Tom Mullen

Director of Engineering

Manzar Hassan Khan

Senior Engineer

Ejaz Ahmad

Security Officer

Ghulam Daud

Director of Finance/Compliance

John Hancock

M&E Coordinator

Tim Ham

DCOP/Ops

Abdullah Khan

Procurement Officer

Wasim Anwar

Procurement Officer

Sarwat

Director of Grants/DB Director

Hina Daud

Director of Human Resources

Ghulam Daud

Director of Finance

Aidan Egan

Chief of Party

Rob Sepe

Procurement Director

Jibran Shafqaut

Senior M&E Officer

Mohammed Javid

DDO, FR Kohat

Shah Faizal

Procurement Assistant

Mifta Uddin

DDO, Hangu

Roshan Hilal

Program Engineer

Pax Mondiale

Dave ?

Project Risk Manager (expat)

IOM

Abbas

Field Ops Manager

Dave Savard

Program Manager/Chief of Party

Blanche Picarello

BEFARe

Zelalem

Resource Management Officer

Shah Hussein

ADO, Khyber

Qasser Khan

ADO, FR Peshawar

Suhaja
Farhad

OTI

Nick Marinacci

Country Representative

Dave Starnes

Deputy Country Representative

Kashif
Abid
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Annex D: Systems Implemented by Creative in Past 6 Months
Procurement:
 Centralized in Islamabad
o Staff in ISB does RFQs
o Get quotes
o Analyze them in ISB
o Send POs to field sites
o POs signed in field but have to be countersigned in ISB
 Bulk purchasing
o Procurement does weekly pricing surveys and sends results to field
 Preferred suppliers
o Negotiate fixed‐term contracts
o Purchasing guide by sector
o Pre‐qualify vendors for 2‐3 months
 Vendors have to deliver goods directly to site (no warehousing)
 New field bidding policy
o Fixed scoring on bid committees
o Scores not restricted to price and registration
 Using bid committees
o PA, Head Engineer, Local Line Minister, 1 community member
o Train PAs and community members
Grant Implementation
 Moved from ‘assembly line’ –one person in charge of a certain step to one person overseeing the entire activity
cycle – more accountability
Staffing
 Engineers now report to Senior Engineer instead of a programmatic person
 Instituting more capacity‐building/OTJ training for engineers (to try to stem attrition rate)
Billing
 Only charging field supervisors to grants. Engineers, etc. are now billed to ops. Cuts down on overcommitment
rates.
Design/Environment
 Have templates in excel for standard projects (drinking water, flood walls). Enter in size needed and the BOQ,
design, drawings, etc. are automatically generated
 Standard templates for EDF for standard projects.
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